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A bstract
Modern power semiconductor switching devices are currently used in
a wide variety of industrial and domestic applications. With the
development in high power semiconductors, large scale power
switching circuits will be used increasingly in a variety of electric
utility applications.
To ensure reliable operation of power electronic circuits, it is necessary
to consider the switching characteristics of power semiconductor
devices, the switching control and transients of widely different time
scales. This invariably makes the analysis and design process very
complicated.
The availability of powerful digital computers now make it possible to
simulate the power electronic circuits operation prior to their
fabrication. A well developed computer simulation program allows
more convenient and accurate design and analysis of power electronic
circuits.
This thesis concentrates on the numerical integration methods which
are used to solve the differential equations derived for a given power
electronic circuit. Different integration methods are examined to
demonstrate their capabilities in simulating power electronic circuits.
The most commonly used integration algorithms are then compared in
terms of accuracy, numerical stability and computation time. These
methods are implemented on a power electronic test circuit that is
especially tailored to fully test simulation techniques. The results
obtained from the test circuit have been used to draw general
guidelines for the application of different integration methods as
employed for power electronic circuits simulation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

Electric energy conversion using power electronic circuits is widely
used in domestic, industry and utility applications. Choppers, rectifiers
and inverters are few examples of power electronic circuits used for
energy conversion purposes. Nonlinearity associated with switching
operation

in

these

circuits

and complexity

of the actual power

semiconductor device models make them difficult for analysis. On the
other hand, making up these circuits in a laboratory is not economical.
Nowadays, computer simulations provide a more convenient method
for analysis and design of these circuits. Computer simulation is
generally conducted by developing a computer program to perform the
circuit analysis automatically [7]. Such a general purpose analysis
program is often referred to as a computer simulator. The development
of inexpensive
capabilities

personal

with more

computers
flexibility

offers

powerful computational

than in experimental

situation.

Moreover, the cost of computer simulation is often a fraction of the
total development cost. For design purposes, especially complicated
circuits, the computer simulation is the only practical way of the
analysis [4].
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1.2

Simulation

3

Programs

Most simulation programs give the solution of a circuit problem in two
steps. The first step is concerned with formulating the equations in the
proper form. In the second step time variation of these equations is
determined using analytic or numerical techniques. Deriving the exact
analytical solution of a given problem is valuable because of providing
a suitable insight into the behaviour of the related system. However,
the exact analytic solution can be derived only for limited engineering
problems with simple linear models. In practice, most systems are
nonlinear and involve complex models. Power electronic circuits are of
this type and very difficult to analyze exactly. This leads to the use of
numerical techniques for solving the problem. Both digital computers
and numerical techniques can be combined to provide an alternative
for more complicated and nonlinear situations. Nowadays, there are
many computer softwares for circuit simulation purposes. SPICE is a
general-purpose

simulation

program

suitable

for

nonlinear

dc,

transient and linear ac analysis [27]. Although, this is a powerful
simulation program, it is not initially suitable for power electronic
circuit analysis because of its device models [1]. TRAN is another
computer simulator for transient analysis of circuits. Several examples
of its application in nonlinear circuits such as an astable multivibrator
are demonstrated in [3]. SUPES [23] is developed for power electronic
simulation purposes with emphasis being placed on nonlinear stiff
situations

as in most power electronic circuits. This software is

designed to run on IBM-PC or compatible and has a graphical input and
output facility.
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1.3

4

Numerical methods and Simulation

Numerical

Program s

analysis is concerned with the solution of a m a th em a tica l

problem by arithm etic operations [22]. Although, there are many types
of numerical methods, all of them are commonly characterized by
having

a large number of arithmetic calculations

[6 ].

Numerical

methods have been found effective and useful in solving engineering
problems. Their capability in handling nonlinear, complicated and large
systems of equations which are common in engineering problems has
made them attractive and most widely used. Easy access to inexpensive
digital computers has led to the use and development of n u m e ric a l
methods. Generally, numerical methods are designed for implementing
on computers and are provided in computer simulators such as SPICE,
TRAN, SUPES and etc. SPICE uses Trapezoidal and Gear’s methods for
numerical integration. In order to maintain the accuracy, the method
utilizes the integration time step control [17]. A method of step size
control for the Trapezoidal integration method is provided in TRAN
simulator [3]. Because of the stiffness problems in power electronic
circuits, SUPES employs implicit Backward Euler algorithm as the
integration method [23].
1.4 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis studies different numerical methods by considering their
behaviour in solving Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), in general,
and s tiff

differential

equations

associated

with

power

electronic

circuits, in particular, derived for a given problem. An ODE is generally
given by the first derivative of the dependent variable as a function of
both

dependent

and

independent

variables.

ODEs

have

a

great

significance in most engineering problems where the rate of changing a
quantity is provided rather than the magnitude of the quantity itself.
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For example, the capacitor current is determined by rate of changing
the applied voltage (i=c dv/dt).
Integration

of

the

functions

and

application

of

the

numerical

integration formulas have an important role in solution of ODEs. A
physical

interpretation

of a numerical

integration

formula

is

to

determine the area under the curve as shown in Fig. (1.1).

a

b

F ig .(l.l): Integration of a function

w here
b

I = | f(t ) dt

( 1 .1 )

a

1.5 Plan of the Thesis
Different types of numerical methods are discussed in chapters 2 and 3.
In chapter 2, the most widely used single-step integration methods
such as Runge-Kutta algorithms are derived. Improved integration
methods,

including multistep

explicit and implicit algorithms

and

predictor-corrector technique, are reviewed in chapter 3. Numerical
stability and accuracy of the solutions obtained by different numerical
methods are examined in chapter 4. Comparative merits of the applied
methods are highlighted and in some cases a criterion for numerical

Chapter 1 ; Introduction
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stability is suggested. A common power electronic circuit (a chopper) is
employed as the test circuit with emphasis being placed on the
stiffness property and switching operation of the circuit. Theoretical
work associated with test circuit operation is performed by deriving
corresponding differential equations for different operational modes of
the test circuit in chapter 5. In order to avoid complexity, the switching
components are assumed to be ideal. Simulation results using constant
step size methods are obtained and a comparison in terms of accuracy,
stability and run times is presented in chapter 6. Numerical simulation
of the test circuit using variable step size technique and its superiority
is studied in chapter 7. Finally, a brief concluding remarks on the work
is provided in chapter 8. Regions of absolute stability of some multistep
methods and computer programs are provided in appendices A and B.

CHAPTER 2
SINGLE-STEP INTEGRATION
METHODS

2.1

In tro d u c tio n

Numerical integration methods for solving differential equations are
classified in two different groups as single-step and multistep methods.
A single-step method requires information at only one previous point
n-1 to compute a new value at point n. On the other hand, a multistep
method requires information at several previous points to approximate
a new value at point n.
Single-step integration methods, such as T a ylo r and R u n g e -K u tta
algorithms, are generally derived from the Taylor series expansion.
Taylor algorithms are required to evaluate the partial derivatives of
the given differential equation in each step of computation. RungeKutta algorithms are the most widely used single-step methods for
solving differential equations. In contrast to the Taylor algorithms,
partial

derivatives

algorithms.

are

not required

to

evaluate

These algorithms are self-starting

in

Runge-Kutta

and can be easily

converted to the computer programs. Different orders of the Taylor and
Runge-Kutta algorithms and their merits will be studied and compared
in this chapter.

Chapter 2 : Single-step Integration Methods

2.2

Initial-value

9

Problems

A first-order differential equation x' = f(x,t) may have an infinite
number of solutions. For example, the function x(t) = Ce-^1 is a solution
of the differential equation x' = -Xx, for any value of the constant C. A
particular solution for this equation can be determined by prescribing
an initial condition as x(to) = xo. For the above example, the function
-X(t-to) .
.. _
t
.
x(tj - xoe
is easily found as a particular solution satisfying the
given initial condition. A differential equation with an initial condition
constitutes an initial-value problem [16] :
Xf = f(x,t),

x(to) = xo

(2.1)

2.2.1 Error Analysis in Numerical Solution of Initial-value
Problems
A time function x = x(t) could be a solution of the initial value problem
( 2 . 1)

if x(to) = xo and x'(t) = f(x(t),t) for all the values of t between the

the distance to ^ t < to+T, where T is the time interval of the solution
[7]. To have a numerical solution for the initial value problem, first the
time interval T must be divided into small time increments. Each time
increment hi = (At)i is called a step size or a time step. The objective is
to find x(t) at t = tn which is given by the following equation:
n
tn = to + £ h i ,
¡=1

n = 1,2,3,

N

(2.2)

where tN = to+T.
Since no numerical method is capable for giving the exact value of
x (tn), the computed value at t = tn is indicated as xn instead of x(tn)
and hence the total error at t = tn is represented as:
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% = lx(tn)-xnl

(2.3)

The total error associated with the numerical solution consists of two
following components [6]:
1- Truncation

or

discretization

error caused by the nature of the

numerical algorithm employed to compute the values

of x. This

component of error is also known as algorithmic error.
2- Round-off error determined by the number of significant digits or
arithmetic accuracy of the digital computer. This component of error is
often referred to as machine error.
The truncation error itself consists of two subcomponents. The first is
the local

truncation

error that originates from application of the

numerical method over a single step at t = tn assuming xn_i as the
initial state. The second is propagated

truncation

error that results

from the application of the numerical method during previous steps.
The algebraic sum of these two subcomponents of error is also known
as total or global truncation error.

2.3 Numerical Solution by Taylor Series Expansion
In this section single-step integration methods for solving initial-value
problems will be derived based on the Taylor series expansion [7], For
example, suppose that the function x = x(t) is the exact solution of the
initial-value problem x' = f(x,t), x(to) = Xo. The Taylor series expansion
of x(t) about the point t = tD and its evaluation at t = tn+i is;
x(tn+l) = x(tn) +

| .|... (tn+i-tn) +

2 \^

Chapter 2 : Single-step Integration Methods
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xCp)/t \
+

(tn+i-tn)P + Rp

(2.4)

where xip)(tn) indicates the pth time derivative of the function x(t) at
t = tn and Rp is the remainder terms of the series included all terms
from p+1 to infinity.
Substituting tn-i-tn = h into equation (2.4) gives:
h
h2
h3
x(tn+i) = x(th) + jy x'(tn) + ^7 x"(tn) + J J ^"(t-n)
hp iDW
+ . . . + ^7 x(p)(tn) +Rp

(2.5)

Transposing Rp to the left of equation (2.5) and substituting f(x(tn),tn)
for x'(t), fi(x(tn),tn) for x’*(t), . . . and f(rl)(x(tn)»tn) for x(p)(tn) gives:
h
h2
x(tn+l)-Rp —x(tn) + 11 f(x(tn),tn) + 2 | ^(xfrnXtn)
+ • • •+

hp

( 2 .6 )

f(p ^(xitii),^)

The expression in the right side of equation (2.6) can be viewed as the
exact truncated Taylor series. The Taylor algorithm will be obtained
by replacing the expression on the left of equation (2.6) by xn+i and
replacing the exact value x(tn) on the right of equation (2.6) by xn as:
h
xn+l ” xn + | f f(xn»tn)

h2
2j

hp
+ * * * pi ^

^(xn*tn)

(2.7)

Equation (2.7) can be rewritten in the following standard form:
xn+l = Xn + hTp(xn*tn;h)

(2 .8)

w here
Tp(xn,tn;h) —frxn^n) +

f(xn»hi) + •

hP”1
+ ^ T fl,-,,(xn.tn)

Chapter 2 : Single-step Integration Methods

Since

the

approximate

value

12

xn depends on the step size h, it is

common to write Tp(xn,tn;h) instead of Tp(xn,tn) [25].
2.3.1

Taylor

Different

Algorithm s

orders

of

the

Taylor

algorithms

can

be

obtained

by

considering different values for p in equation (2.7). In this section
first- second- and third-order Taylor algorithms will be derived.
I.

F irst-o rd er

Taylor

Algorithm

The first-order Taylor algorithm is obtained by setting p=l in equation
(2.8), thus;
xn+1 = xn + h f(xn,tn)

(2.9)

Equation (2.9) is called the Forward Euler algorithm and corresponds to
the first two terms of Taylor series expansion [7].
A simple graphical interpretation of the Forward Euler algorithm has
been shown in Fig. (2.1), where the function x = x(t) is indicated as the
exact solution.
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Assuming x0 as the initial state, x(tn+i) is the exact solution at t = tn+i
xn+l is the approximate solution computed by the Forward Euler
algorithm. The local truncation error is given by e t j = x(tn+i) - xe+i .
The value of the local truncation error will be increased if larger step
size used. More details about this method will be studied in chapter 4.
II.

Second-order Taylor

Algorithm

The second-order Taylor algorithm is obtained by setting p=2 in
equation (2.8) as:
Xn+1 = Xn + hT2 (xn,tn;h)

( 2 . 10 )

w here
T2(Xn,tu¡h) —f(Xn*tn) + 2 [fx(Xn,tn) f(Xn,tn) + f|(xu,tn)]
The terms fx(x n,tn) and ft(xn,tn) are partial

derivatives of f(x,t)

calculated by the following equations:
.

df(x,t)

and

9f(x,t)
ft = _ .dt...

The expression in the bracket comes from
df dx

Observe

that for the

df 1

fx(xu,tn) f(Xu,tn) + ft(xn,tn)

second-order Taylor algorithm,

( 2 . 11)

the partial

derivatives of f(x,t) must be calculated twice at each step as fx and ft.
III.

Third-order Taylor Algorithm

The third-order Taylor algorithm is obtained by setting p=3 in equation
(2.8) as:
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xn+l = xn + hT3 (xn,tn;h)

(2.12)

w here
' h
T3(xn,tn,h) —f(xn,tji) + 2 [fx(Xn*tn) f(Xu,tn) + ft(Xn,tn)]
h2
+ 2 1 {^tl(Xnftn) + 2ftx(xn,tn) f(xn,tn)
+ fxx(Xu,tn) f^(xn,tn) +[f|(Xe»tn)
+ fx(Xn»tn) f(Xn»tn)] fx(Xn»tn)}
w here
32f(x,t)
ttt _
a2t ’

d2f(x,t)
ftx _ at ax ’

d2f(x,t)
fxx = dhi

It can be seen that the higher-order Taylor algorithms are hardly
useful because several partial derivatives of f(x,t) must be evaluated in
each step [25]. This is the major disadvantage of the Taylor algorithms.
Moreover, it is a difficult task if f(x,t) is not available in explicit
analytic form as in

most network problems. Fortunately, a useful

method with no evaluation of partial derivatives has been suggested
by the mathematicians Runge and Kutta which will be discussed in the
next section.

2.4

Runge-Kutta

'

Algorithms

As mentioned earlier Runge-Kutta

algorithms are the most popular

single-step integration methods which are closely related to the Taylor
series expansion. These methods achieve the same order of accuracy as
the Taylor algorithms without requiring the calculation of the partial
derivatives of f(x,t) [7]. Basically, Runge-Kutta methods are obtained by
replacing the function Tp(xn,tn;h) in equation (2.8) by another function
Kp(xn,tn;h), such that
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| Kp(xn,tn;h) - Tp(x n,tn;h) | < RhP

(2.13)

where Kp(xn,tn;h) is the increment function and R is some constant
independent of h. Therefore a pth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is
given by:
Xn+i = xn + hkp(xn»tn;h)

(2.14)

where the function kp(xn,tn;h) should be derived for any order of the
algorithm. Note that the first-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is simply
the Forward Euler method defined by equation (2.9).
2.4.1

Second-order

Runge-Kutta

Algorithm

The second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is given by:
xn+l = xn + hk2(xn»tn;h)

(2.15)

w here
h
h
k2(xn,tn;h) = (l-a 2)f(Xn,tn)+ a2f[ xn +— f(xn,tn),tn+ j r l
There are three common cases to choose a2 in the above equation
resulting three different algorithms.
Case 1 : a2 = 2 * In this case the following equation will be obtained:
h f
.
Xn+l = xn + 2 {f(xn,tn) +f[xn+hf(xn,tn).tn+h]}

( 2 . 16 )

Equation (2.16) is usually known as either H eun's algorithm or as the
modified trapezoidal algorithm [7],
2

Case 2 : a2 = j *In this case the following equation will be obtained:
h

3

3

x n+i = Xn +Y {f(xn4n) + 2f[Xn+T hf(Xn,tn),tn+ j h ] }

(2.17)
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method. "Ralston (1962) and

(1978) determined that choosing

a2= 2 /3

provides a minimum bound of the truncation error for the secondorder Rung-Kutta algorithms" [6],
Case 3 : a2 = 1. In this case the following equation will be obtained:
Xn+1 = xn + h ftxn+” f(xn,tn), tn+ | ]

(2.18)

Equation (2.18) is sometimes referred to as the modified Euler-Cauchy
algorithm. This equation is also known as m id p o in t method [20] or
improved polygon method [6].
2.4.2

Third-order

Runge-Kutta

Algorithm

The third-order Runge-Kutta method will be obtained by setting p=3 in
equation (2.14). There are two common versions' for the third-order
Runge-Kutta algorithm [16], The first version is given by:
Xn+i = xn

h

(ki+3k3)

(2.19)

w here
kl = f(xn,tn)
,
h,
h
k2= f(xn + j ki*tn+ p
.
_
2h
2h
k3 = f(xn+ y k 2, tn+ y )
Equation (2.19) is known as Heun’s

third-order form ula. Note that

although k2 does not appear In equation (2.19), it must be calculated at
each step.
The second version of the third-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is given
by :
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( 2 . 20)

w here
ki= f(x E»tn)
.
h,
h
k2=f(xn + 2 ki»tn+ p
k3=f(xn-hki+2hk2, tn+h)
Equation (2.20) is known as Kutta's third-order rule. The third-order
Runge-Kutta algorithm has the local and global errors of 0 (h 4) and
0 ( h 3) respectively and gives the exact results when the solution is a
cubic [6], However, the Kutta's third-order rule is more popular than
Heun's

third-order formula. One reason is that the coefficient j i s

preferable to j which appears frequently in (2.19).
2.4.3

Fourth-order

Runge-Kutta

Algorithm

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is the most widely used
method for solving differential equations especially, for larger step size
and greater accuracy. It is given by:
xn+i = xn + h K4 (xn,tn;h)

(2.21)

w here
K4(xn,tn; h) = ^ [ki + 2k2 +2k3 + k4]
ki = f(xn,tn)
,
h,
k
k 2 = f(xn + 2 ki, tn + 2")
h
h
k3 = f(xn + 2 k2. tn + 2 >
k4 = f(xn + hk3 , tn+h)

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm requires four evaluations of
the slope f(x,t) at each step. First the slope is computed at (xn,tn) as k i .
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Using k j } the slope will be evaluated half-step forward in time as Jt2.
The value of k2 will be used to evaluate the slope half-step forward
from the same point (x0,th) as Iq . Finally, using k j, the slope will be
calculated one full step from (xn,tn) as t$. The four obtained slopes are
then averaged by ^ ^ p and - respectively, to give the increment
function K4(xn,tn; h). Equation (2.21) is sometimes referred to as the
classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [26].
Since the method is the fourth-order, it has the local and global errors
proportional to h^ and h4 respectively, therefore, a larger step size
could be chosen with relatively small local truncation error [ 12],
However, the estimation of the actual local truncation error is very
difficult because of the loss of linearity in Runge-Kutta methods [22].
Four evaluations of the slope per step in this method is found time
consuming in some cases [7], It must be noted that the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta algorithm gives the exact results when the solution is a
polynomial of degree four. Application of Runge-Kutta methods in real
time simulation is presented in [14],

2.5

Conclusion

Single-step integration methods use the information from only one
previous

point to calculate

a new value

in solving

differential

equations. Taylor and Runge-Kutta algorithms are two families of
single-step methods derived from the Taylor series expansion. The
Forward Euler algorithm is a one-step method associated with the first
two terms of the Taylor series expansion. Taylor algorithms have the
desirable

property

of high-order

local

truncation

error,

but

the

disadvantage of evaluation and calculation of the partial derivatives of
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the function f(x,t). This will be more complicated especially, in higher
order cases and in most of the network problems, which is why these
algorithms are rarely used-in practice.
Runge-Kutta algorithms give the same order of accuracy as the Taylor
algorithms without requiring the evaluation of the partial derivatives
of f(x,t). These methods are self-starting and easy for computer
programming. Their ability in starting the solution and in changing the
interval during the computation are found useful. However, the RungeKutta methods suffer from the error estimation due to the loss of
linearity compare to the Taylor’s algorithm.
The fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is the most widely used
single-step integration method for solving differential equations. In
this method a relatively large step size could be chosen with a
relatively small local truncation error. Since the actual local truncation
error could not estimated at each step of computation, the step size h is
usually chosen much smaller than is necessary to meet a prescribed
accuracy.

Another

disadvantage

of the

fourth-order

Runge-Kutta

algorithm is that the slope f(xn,tn) must be evaluated four times at
each step: once at the initial point, twice at the midpoints, and once at
the endpoint taking relatively long computation time. Hence, this
algorithm is not as efficient as some of the multistep algorithms which
use previously computed values in approximation of a new value for
unknown. Multistep methods will be studied in chapter 3.

CHAPTER 3
IMPROVED INTEGRATION
METHODS

3.1

Introduction

Single-step numerical methods for solving differential equations were
discussed in chapter 2. In these methods the information from only one
previous point is used to approximate a new value at the next point.
There is another approach for solving differential equations which uses
the information at more than one previous point to determine a new
value at the next point (the previous values are often referred to as
starting values). These methods are known as multistep methods [5].
Explicit and implicit algorithms are other improved numerical methods
which are presented in this chapter. An explicit algorithm gives the
new value, xn+ i, explicitly in terms of previously computed values
(either

one

or

more

previous

values).

Taylor

and

Runge-Kutta

algorithms are single-step explicit methods. In an implicit algorithm
the new value, xn+i, is occurred on both sides of the integration
formula and is determined implicitly. Generally, an implicit method is
used to improve the prediction obtained by an explicit method.
Algorithms which use this technique are known as predictor-corrector
m ethods.
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A pproxim ation

Consider the following polynomial of degree k as the exact solution,
x(t), of the initial-value problem x’(t) = f(x,t), x(to) =

xq

:

x(t) = ao + a it + a 2t2+. . . +aktk
where ao, a i, a 2, . .

(3.1)

ak are constants.

"In general, any algorithm capable of calculating the exact value x(tn+i)
for an initial-value problem having an exact solution in the form of a
kth degree polynomial is called a numerical-integration

formula of

order k" [7]. In the case that the exact solution is not a polynomial, the
algorithm will give only an approximate value xn+i instead of the exact
value

x(tn +1 )•

Moreover,

a

sufficiently

high

degree

numerical-

integration formula can be employed to give a solution with a desired
accuracy.
A numerical-integration formula which utilizes the information from
several previous points is called a multistep

integration method in

contrast to the single-step Taylor's algorithm. The general form of a
multi step integration formula is given by:
xn+i = aoxn + aixn_i + . . . + apxn_p + h[b. i f(x n+1 ,tn+1)
+ bof(xn,tn) + » . . + bpf(xn.p,tn-p)]
= ^ a i x n. i + h ¿ b j f ( x n-i,tn-i)
i=0
i=-1
where ao,ai, . .

ap, b .i, bo, bi, . .

(3.2)

bp are 2p+3 coefficients to be

determined such that, if the exact solution is a polynomial and if the
previously calculated values xn, xn.i, . . . ,xn-p and x'n, x'n_i, . . .,x'n. p
are assumed to be exact, then equation (3.2) would give the exact value
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One way to determine these coefficients for any order of the

algorithm is employing the method of "u n d eterm in e d
defined in [7].
3.2.1

c o e ffic ie n ts "

*

Trapezoidal

Algorithm

In equation (3.2) if the value of k equals to 2, there will be three
coefficients namely ao, bo, and b_i which must be determined. Using
the method of "undetermined coefficients" gives them as ao=l, bo= \ »
and b_i= j • Hence, equation (3.2) is simplified as:
h
xn+i= xn + 2 [f(xn+l,tn+l) + f(Xji,tn)]
Equation (3.3) is usually called Trapezoidal

algorithm

(3.3)
because

its

second term can be considered as the area under a trapezoid. This is a
two-point algorithm because the information at two points, (xn,tn) and
(xn+ l,tn+l), are required in calculation of xn+i. Note that the unknown
xn+i is occurred on both sides of the equation (3.3). Such an algorithm
is called implicit in contrast to Taylor explicit algorithms.

3.3 Explicit and Implicit Algorithms
In equation (3.2) if b_i=0 then the algorithm is said to be explicit. In
this case the unknown xn+i will be calculated in terms of previously
computed values and theirs functions. Algorithms of this type are also
known as open type or forward integration methods [7],
In equation (3.2) if b .^ 0 then the algorithm is said to be implicit. In
this case the unknown xn+i is occurred on both sides of the equation
(3.2). Implicit algorithms are also known as closed type or iterative
methods [7]. Trapezoidal algorithm defined by equation (3.3) is an
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example of implicit methods.
Although,

implicit multistep

methods

require

more

computational

effort than explicit ones,. they give more accurate results. Implicit
methods also have superior stability properties than explicit methods
[16], In some cases an Implicit algorithm can be used to solve a linear
differential equation explicitly. An example for this will be presented
In chapter 4. In practice, implicit multistep methods are used to
improve approximations obtained by explicit methods. The combination
of an explicit and implicit method is known as predictor-corrector
method [5],

3.4

P re d ic to r-C o rre c to r

M ethods

The multistep integration formula, equation (3.2), can be written in the
form of:
xn+l =

I=o

{aixn-i+hbif(xn-i,tn.i)} + hb.if(xn+i,tn+l)

(3-4)

Since the only unknown quantity in equation (3.4) Is xn + i, the
expression on the right side of equation (3.4) can be replaced by a
function F(xn+i), thus:
Xe+1 = F(xn+i)

(3.5)

Assuming an initial guess for xn+i, equation (3.5) can be employed
iteratively to obtain some values for xn+i. For example, If the Iteration
is started with x^+1 as an initial guess, then x^+1 can be obtained as:

x n+l = F(Vh)

( 3 .6)
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By the same manner xn+j can be obtained from xn+| and etc. In general,
the iterative algorithm is written as:
C l = F (4 +1)

If the ite r a tiv e

(3-7)

algorithm converges, then the solution xn+i will be

given by:
xn+i = lim >4+1
J—»00

(3.8)

According to a theorem described in [7] provided the function satisfies
certain condition, the step size h must be chosen small enough to
ensure that the iterative algorithm (3.7) converges. It must be noted
that this convergence will not necessarily be on the exact solution. The
iterative algorithm will usually converge on an estimated value with a
finite truncation error [6], On the other hand, for a given step size h, the
number of the iterations in equation (3.7) can be reduced if the initial
guess x^+1 is chosen close enough to the solution xn+i . Normally, an
explicit algorithm will be used to predict an initial guess x^+1. For
example, if the Forward Euler algorithm, equation (2.9), is used to
predict x^+1 for the Trapezoidal algorithm defined by equation (3.3),
then:
xn+l= xn + | {f[(xn+hf(xn,tn), tn+l] + f(xn,tn)}

(3.9)

gives the corrected value for xn+i after one iteration. The corrected
1

2

value xn+1 can also be used in Trapezoidal algorithm to obtain xn+1.
Similarly, the iteration can be repeated until the solution approaches to
a "fixed point", thus:
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xn+l= xn + | {f(x^+i, W l) + f(xn, tn) }

(3.10)

h
xn+l= xn + 2

(3.11)

*n+l) + ^(xn? In) }

Note that the quantities x^+1, x |+1, . . ., and x^+1! are only intermediate
values used to calculate the final value x™+1. The process of using an
implicit algorithm to compute the solution xn+i via an explicit method
is called a predictor-corrector technique [7]. Accordingly the presented
predictor-corrector method can be summarized as follows:
Predictor (Forward Euler):

x °+1 = x™ + hf(x” , tn)

Corrector (Trapezoidal):

xJn+1=x” + | [ f i ^ , tn+i) + f(x” tn)] (3.13)

(3.12)

for j=l, 2, 3, . . ., m

where

m depends on the desired accuracy and local truncation error of

the predictor method. Note that equation (3.9) is the Heun algorithm
defined earlier by equation (2.16) and can be obtained using equations
(3.12) and (3.13) with m=l.
Some

higher-order

explicit

and

implicit

m ultistep

integration

algorithms will be presented in the following sections.

3.5

Adams-Bashforth

Algorithms

A kth-order Adams-Bashforth algorithm is an explicit method given by
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setting
P=k-1, ai=a2=. . . . ak-i=0, b_i=0
in equation (3.2), thus:
xn+i = aoxn +h {bof(xn,tn) + bif(xn.i,tn-i)
+ . . . + bk-lf(xn-k+l,tn-k+l)}

(3.14)

The k+1 coefficients ao, bo, bi, . . . , bk-i are to be determined for
different order of the algorithm. According to the method described in
[7], if k=l in equation (3.14), the first order Adams-Bashforth algorithm
will be obtained as:
xn+l = xn + hf(xn,tn)

(3.15)

which is just the Forward Euler algorithm defined earlier by equation
(2.9). In the case of k=2, coefficients ao, bo and bi are determined as l,

3
l
.
2» and ~2 respectively, and hence the second-order Adams-Bashforth

algorithm is given by:
Xn+i = % + h{f f(xn,tn) - " f(xn.i,tn. i ) }

(3.16)

The formulas for the first- to fourth-order Adams-Bashforth algorithms
are shown in table (3.1).

ORDER
First

Third

Xn+l = xn+hf(xn,tn)
xn+l=xn+Y (3f(xn,tn) - f(xB_1,tn_1)}
Jj
xn+i=xn+— f23f(xn,tn> -16f(xn_i,tn-i) + 5f(xn_2,tn-2) }

Fourth

xn+l=xn+ Y l Î55 f(xn>tn) -59f(xQ_i ,tn_i) +37f(xn_2»tn-2) -9f(xn_3,tn_3)}

Second

T able(3,l);

Adams-Bashforth

algorithms
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It can be seen that the kth-order Adams-Bashforth algorithm requires
k starting values as xn, xn_i, . . . , xn-k+l- Hence, a kth-order AdamsBashforth algorithm is a k-*step algorithm [7].

3.6

Adams-Moulton

Algorithms

A kth-order Adams-Moulton algorithm is an implicit multistep method
given by setting
p=k-2 , and ai=a2= . . . =ak-2=0
in equation (3.2) thus:
xn+l = aoxn +h {b-if(xn+l 5tn+i) + bof(xn,tn) + bif(xn.i,tn-i)
+ . . . + bk-2f(xn-k+2»t|i-k+2)}

(3.17)

The k+1 coefficients ao, b.i, bo, bi, . . . , bk-2 are to be determined for
different order of the algorithm according to the method described in
[7]. For example if k=l in equation (3.17), the first order AdamsBashforth algorithm will be obtained as:
xn+i = xn + hf(xn+i,tn+i)

(3.18)

In contrast to the explicit Forward Euler algorithm defined by equation
(3.15), this implicit algorithm is called the Backward Euler algorithm. In
the case of k=2, coefficients a0, b0 and b.t are determined as l, ^ and \
respectively, and hence the second-order Adams-Moulton algorithm is
given by:
Xn+1 = Xn + h{“ f(xn+i,tn+l) + j f(Xn»lQ)}

(3.19)

Equation (3.19) is the Trapezoidal algorithm defined earlier in equation
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(3.3). The formulas for the first- to fourth-order Adams-Moulton
algorithms are shown in table (3.2).

ORDER

First

xn+l —xn+hf(xn+1,tn+ 1 )

S econ d

xn+l xn+ 2 {l(xn4-1>tn+ j )+ f(xn,tn) }

T hird

xn+l=xn + ^ {5f(xn+i,tn+i) +8f(xn,tn) -f(xQ_i,tn- i ) }

Fourth

xn+l=xn+ ^ 4 {9f(xn+l,tn+i) +19f(xn,tn) -5f (xtt_i,tQ_i ) +f(xn_2 ,tn_2 ) }
Table(3.2):

Adams-Moulton

algorithms

It can be seen that the kth-order Adams-Moulton algorithm requires
only k-1 starting values as xn, xn_i, . . . » xn_k+2 * Hence, a kth-order
Adams-Moulton algorithm is a (k-l)-step algorithm and it is one order
more accurate than the kth-order Adams-Bashforth algorithm. The
disadvantage of the Adams-Moulton algorithm is that, it is implicit and
a predictor method , is required. The explicit Runge-Kutta or AdamsBashforth algorithm can be used as the predictor for the AdamsMoulton algorithm. It must be noted that the order of the predictor
need not necessarily be the same as the order of the corrector method
m.

3.7

Gear Algorithms

A kth-order Gear algorithm is an implicit multistep method given by
setting
p=k-l, and bo=bi=. . . . bk-i= 0
in equation (3.2), thus:
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xn+l = aoxn + aixn_i + a2Xn_2 + . . .
+ %-lXn-k+l + h[b-if(xn+i,tn+l)]
where the k+1

(3.20)

coefficients ao, ai» a2, . . . » ak-i, and b.i are to be

determined for different order of the algorithm. According to the
method described in [7], if k=l in equation (3.20), the first order Gear
algorithm will be obtained as:
xn+l = xn + hf(xn+i»tn+i)

(3.21)

Equation (3.21) is the Backward Euler algorithm defined earlier by
equation (3.18). In the case of k=2, coefficients a0, ^ and b.i are
determined as j » - j » and j » respectively and hence the second-order
Gear algorithm is given by:
4

1

2

xn+l = 3 Xn - ^ Xn_i + h{j f(Xn+l»tn+ l)]

(3.22)

The formulas for the first- to fourth-order Gear algorithms are shown
in table (3.3).

ORDER

First

xn+l = xn+hf(xn+1,tn+1)

S econ d

xn+ l = 3 {4xn -x„-i + 2 h f(xn+1,tn+1)}

T h ir d

X n+l” J J U 8 x n -8 x a.i +2xn.2 +6h f(xn+1,tn+1) }

F ou rth

Xn+1= 25 l 4 8 x n -36xn.i +16xn.2 -3xn.3 +12h f(x n+1,tn+1) }
Table(3.3): Gear algorithms

It can be seen that the kth-order Gear algorithm requires k starting
values namely xn, xn-i, . . . , xn-k+l- Hence, a kth-order Gear algorithm
is a k-step algorithm [7].
The starting values for multistep algorithms must be given in addition
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and to. These starting values are usually obtained by

applying a single-step method at the beginning of the computation.
Commonly, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is used to provide
the starting values for the chosen multistep method because of its high
degree of accuracy and easy for programming.
3.8

Conclusion

The general form of a multistep integration formula and the most
widely used explicit and implicit multistep algorithms are presented in
this chapter. In an explicit algorithm the new value of the solution will
only be determined using previously computed values while an implicit
algorithm gives the solution implicitly because the unknown xn+i is
occurred on both sides of the algorithm. Roth Backward Euler and
Trapezoidal - algorithms are implicit where the former is a one-point
and the latter is a two-point method. Multistep Adams-Bashforth
algorithms are explicit in contrast to the implicit Adams-Moulton and
Gear algorithms. In practice, implicit algorithms are used to improve
the solutions obtained by the explicit methods. The combination of an
explicit and implicit algorithm is known as a predictor-corrector
m ethod.
Although, Adams-Moulton algorithms are one order accurate than the
Adams-Bashforth algorithms of the same order, they are implicit and
require a predictor method. Explicit single-step Runge-Kutta or explicit
multistep Adams-Bashforth algorithm can be used as the predictor for
the implicit Adams-Moulton or Gear algorithm (corrector). In addition
to initial values

xq

and to, multistep methods require the

starting

values to compute the solution. It is common to employ an appropriate
Runge-Kutta algorithm to obtain the required starting values.
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CHAPTER 4

NUMERICAL STABILITY
AND ACCURACY

4.1

In trod u ction

Different types of the numerical integration methods were studied in
chapters 2 and 3. In this chapter numerical stability and accuracy of
some numerical integration methods in solving ordinary differential
equations

will be discussed.

In general,

a numerical integration

method which has the property that its total error decreases with
increasing the time is said to be num erically stable [7], For a given
system, the stability of a numerical integration method is determined
by the location of the poles of the closed-loop discrete transfer
function of the system [13]. Explicit and implicit algorithms have
different regions of numerical stability as will be described in this
chapter. In some cases a criterion for avoiding numerical instability
will be suggested.
N u m e r ic a l

accuracy is studied by comparison of the exact and

approxim ate solutions and determined by changing the step size.
Basically, a numerical integration method must have the property
that as h converges to zero the numerical results should converge to
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exact solution

[11]. Accuracy

34

of the

solutions

obtained

by

different integration methods and different order methods will be
studied and compared i n . this chapter.
Stiffness property of a differential equation is defined and numerical
stability and accuracy of the stiff equations using different numerical
methods will also be discussed.

4.2

N u m erical

To

study

Stability

numerical

stability,

the following

differential

equation

associated with a first-order linear circuit is employed as a test
equation:
x’ = f(x) = -ax

(4.1)

where a is the inverse time constant of the circuit. The exact solution
of equation (4.1) is given by
x(t) = x0 e at

t>0

(4.2)

where x0 =x(0) is the initial condition.
The reason behind choosing equation (4.1) as a test equation is that
most solutions of differential equations can be approximated by a
portion of an exponential function [7], Therefore, if a numerical
method failed to solve equation (4.1), then it can be said that it will
also fail to solve other differential equations. Moreover, since the test
equation has the exact analytical solution, the approximated values
obtained by a numerical method can be assessed.
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To solve test equation numerically and study the numerical stability,
different

algorithm s

are

employed:

single-step

Runge-K utta

and

multistep Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton, and Gear algorithms.

4.2.1

Numerical

Stability

of the

Runge-Kutta

Algorithms

In this section the first- and fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithms
(Forw ard

E uler

and

classical

fourth-order

R unge-K utta),

are

employed to give the numerical solution of the test equation (4.1).
These algorithms are already defined by equations (2.9) and (2.21)
respectively. Since the derivative, equation (4.1), is a function of x
only the two algorithms can be simplified as:
Forward Euler algorithm:

xn+i = xn + hf(xn)

(4.3)

Fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm:
Xn+i = xn + |- [ki + 2k2 +2k3 + k4]

(4.4)

w h e re
k i = f(xn)
k2 = f(xn + § ki)
k3 = f(xn + f k2)
k4 = f(xn + hk3 )
A

com puter

program

has

been

developed

to

apply

the

above

algorithms to the test equation. The exact and numerical solutions are
computed with

xq

=1, a =4, and h=0.1 and the results are plotted and

shown in Fig. (4.1).
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Exact
4th-order RK

0
Fig

1

l,me

2

0

1

time

2

(4.1): Exact and numerical solutions of test equation (4.1) with h=0.1.

The total error is also computed as the discrepancy of the exact and
approximate values and plotted and shown in Fig. (4.2).

Fig (4.2) : Total error using Forward Euler (left) and 4th-order Runge-Kutta
(right) algorithms to solve test equation (4.1) with h=0.1.

It can be seen that the total error for two methods approaches zero
as time increases. The magnitude of the error associated with the
fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is much smaller than the error
associated with the Forward Euler method. However, both methods
are numerically

stable with small step size. The computation

is

repeated with a larger step size : h=l, and the results are plotted and
shown in Figs. (4.3) and (4.4).
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Exact

♦
■o

Forward Euler
4th-order RK

t i me

Fig (4.3): Exact and numerical solutions of test equation (4.1) with h = l.

Fig (4.4) : Total error using Forward Euler and fourth-order Runge-Kutta
algorithms to solve test equation (4.1) with h = l.

It can be seen that the error for two algorithms becomes larger as
time increases and gives an erroneous answer. This is known as the
numerical

instability of the algorithm. Numerical instability for the

Forward Euler algorithm is demonstrated by substituting (4.1) into
equation (4.3) as:
x i = ( 1-ah) xo
X2 = ( 1-ah) x i = ( 1-a h )

2

xo
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xn = (l-a h )n xo
In the last equation above, if ll-ah l> l, then xn-^©o when n-» ®o and
num erical

instability

occurs.

To obtain

numerical

stability

it is

required that ll- a h k l or, 0 < ah < 2. Since a is a positive constant, the
condition for numerical stability of the Forward Euler algorithm in
this case will be obtained as:
2
h<~
a

(4.5)

Accordingly, the step size in this example must be less than 0.5
(h<0.5) to avoid numerical instability for the Forward Euler algorithm.

4.2.2

Numerical

Stability

of the Multistep

Methods

In this section numerical stability of the Backward Euler, Trapezoidal,
fourth-order

Adam s-Bashforth,

fourth-order

Adam s-M oulton,

and

fourth-order Gear algorithms will be examined.
Backward Euler and Trapezoidal algorithms are already defined by
equations (3.18) and (3.3) respectively. The remaining fourth-order
algorithms are given in tables (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) respectively.
Since the test equation is a function of x only, the mentioned
algorithms are simplified as:
Backward Euler :
Xn+l = xn + hf(xn+1)

(4.6)

Trapezoidal :
ti
Xn+1 = Xn + 2 [f(x„) + f(xn+l)]

(4.7)
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Adam s-Bashforth:
{55 f(x„) -59f(xn_i) +37f(xn-2) -9f(xn-3) }

xn+l= xn+
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(4.8)

Adams-Moufton:

xn+l=xn +

h

24 (9f(Xn+l)+19f(xn) -5f(xn-i) +f(xn-2)}

(4.9)

fourth-order Gear :
Xn+l13 25 (48xn -36xn-j +16Xn-2 -3Xn_3 +12h f(xn+1}
A

com puter program

based

on the

above

(4.10)

algorithm s

has

been

developed to compute the numerical solutions of the test equation.
The starting values for the fourth-order methods (i.e. xn_i? xn-2, . . . )
are provided using the exact solution. In this simple case, xn+i in
right sides of the above implicit algorithms is transposed to the left.
Therefore,

im plicit

algorithms

gave

the

solution

explicitly.

For

example, the Backward Euler and Trapezoidal solutions of the test
equation are given by:
Backward Euler solution:

Trapezoidal solution:

_ Xn
Xn+1 l+ah

xn+l =

ah A
1 " ~2~
xn
ah
1+ 0

(4.11)

(4.12)

The program is executed with xo =1, a =4, and h=0.1 and the exact and
computed results are plotted and shown in Figs. (4.5) and (4.7). The
total error associated with each algorithm is also computed and
shown in Figs. (4.6) and (4.8).
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Exact
Backward Euler
Trapezoidal
4th-order AB

Fig.(4.5) : Exact and numerical solutions of test equation (4.1) with h=0.1.
0.1

Backward Euler

erro r

Trapezoidal

■o-

4th-order AB

0.0

-

time

0.1

0

2

3

F ig.(4.6) : Total error using multistep algorithms
to solve test equation (4.1) with h=0.1.

Exact
4th-order AM
4th-order Gear

Fig.(4.7): Exact and numerical solutions of test equation (4.1) with h=0.1.
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-t—

4th-order AM

* -----

4th-order Gear

time

F ig.(4.8) : Total error using multistep algorithms
to solve test equation (4.1) with h=0.1.

It can be seen that among the above algorithms only the fourth-order
A dam s-Bashforth

algorithm

is

num erically

unstable

with

h=0.1

because its error becomes larger as time increases. The remaining
methods

are numerically

stable using h=0.1. The computation is

repeated with the larger step size h=l and the exact and approximate
values and total error associated with each algorithm are plotted and
shown in Figs. (4.9) and (4.10) respectively.

exact
Backward Euler
Trapezoidal
4th-order AM
4th-order Gear

Fig.(4.9): Exact and numerical solutions of test equation (4.1) with h = l.
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Backward Euler
Trapezoidal
4th-order AM
4th-order Gear

F ig.(4.10)

: Total error using multistep algorithms
to solve test equation (4.1) with h=l.

It can be seen that the total error for the fourth-order AdamsM oulton

solution

becomes

num erical

instability

Backward

Euler,

larger

as

time

increases

and

occurs. The total error associated

Trapezoidal,

and

fourth-order

Gear

hence

with the
algorithms

approaches zero as time increases and consequently these methods
are numerically stable with relatively larger step size. Numerical
stability

of

the

Backward

Euler

and

Trapezoidal

solutions

are

examined by their following simplified solutions as :
*0

xn

an d

(l+ a h )n

f

ah
1_

Xn=

2

T

ah
1+ 2

J

In both cases when n->oo xn—»0, even as h—>oo. Hence, both Backward
Euler

and

Trapezoidal

algorithms

employed to solve the test equation.

are

numerically

stable

when
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This example demonstrates that the explicit algorithm s. Forward
Euler, fourth-order Runge-Kutta and fourth-order Adams-Bashforth
algorithms are numerically unstable when large step sizes are used.
Among the implicit algorithms, the low order ones have the superior
stability

compared

with

the

higher order im plicit

methods.

An

examination of results shown in Figs. (4.6) and (4.10) shows that the
step size for the implicit Adams-Moulton algorithm can be chosen 10
times larger than that for the explicit Adams-Bashforth algorithm of
the same order. This can also be realized by examination of the
regions of absolute stability for the family of Adams and Gear
algorithms provided in Appendix (A). Accordingly, for the given test
equation the fourth-order Gear algorithm is also stable as h-» oo.

4.3 A ccuracy of the N um erical Solutions
In this section the following initial-value problem is used to examine
the

accuracy

integration

of

the

solutions

obtained

by

different

num erical

x(0)= l

(4.13)

methods.
x* = f(t) = -2# + I2t2 - 20t + 8.5,

Integrating equation (4.13) and applying the initial condition give the
following polynomial of degree four as the exact solution;
x(t) = -OJt4 + 4# - 10t2 + 8.5t +1
4.3.1

A ccuracy

of the

R unge-K utta

(4.14)

A lgorithm s

In order to have numerical solution of equation (4.13), the first- to
fourth-order

Runge-Kutta

algorithms presented

in

chapter

2

are
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employed. Since the derivative is only a function of independent
variable, ie x ’=f(t), these algorithms can be simplified as shown in
column 4 of table (4.1).

O rder Known as

Defined
by eq. Simplified Algorithm
(2.9) x n + l = x n + h f(t„ )

1

Forward Euler

2

Modified EulerChaucy

(2.18)

xn+l = xn +h f(tn+2 )

3

H eun’s 3rd-order
fo rm u la

(2.19)

x n + l= xn +4

4

Classical fourthorder Rung-Kutta

( 2 .2 1 )

h
h
xn+l=xn y {f(tn )+ 3 f(tny ) + f ( tn+h)}

h

s
2h ,
{f(tn)+3f(tn+ y ) )

Table (4.1): Simplified Runge-Kutta algorithms for solving equation (4.13)

A computer program has been developed to calculate the numerical
solutions according to the algorithms presented in table (4.1) from
t=0 to 4. The exact and computed results using h=0.5 are plotted and
shown in Fig. (4.11). The total errors associated with each algorithm
are also plotted and shown in Fig. (4.12).

— — exact
* -■o-----

Forward Euler
2nd-order Runge-Kutta

•

3rd-order Runge-Kutta

■*-----

4th-order Runge-Kutta

time
0

1

2

3

4

F ig .(4 .11): Exact and Runge-Kutta solutions of equation (4.13) with h=0.5.
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— ♦----— o-----

Forward Euler
2nd-order Runge-Kutta

— • ----— a-----

3rd-order Runge-Kutta
4th-order Runge-Kutta

t i me
0

1

2

3

4

F ig.(4.12): Total error of the Runge-Kutta algorithms
in solving equation (4.13) with h=0.5.

It can be seen that the magnitude of the total error decreases when
higher order algorithms are employed. For example, the Forward
Euler algorithm (first-order) has a relatively large error among the
four employed methods. Since the exact solution is a polynomial of
degree four (quartic), the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm gives
the exact solution regardless the step size.
4.3.2
In

A ccuracy

this

part

of the

M ultistep

some multistep

M ethods

algorithm

namely:

the

second-order

explicit Adams-Bashforth, the first and second-order implicit AdamsMoulton, and the second-order implicit Gear algorithms are employed
to solve equation (4.13). Since equation (4.13) is a function of t only,
there is no need to use the predictor method for the above implicit
algorithms. For convenience the simplified algorithms are shown in
tab le (4 .2 ).
A computer program based on the algorithms presented in table (4.2)
is developed to compute the numerical solutions of equation (4.13).
The program is executed with h=0.5 from t=0 to 4. The required
starting values are provided using the exact solution. The exact and

know n
as

d efin ed
by eq.

First-order Adams-Moulton
First-order Gear

Backw ard
Euler

(3.18)

simplified algorithm for equation
(4.13)
xn+l = xn +h f(tn+i)
%

Second-order

Second-order

Adams-Bashforth

Adams-Moulton

Second-order Gear

-

Trapezoidal

-

(3.16)

xn+l = xn +2 [3f(tn) - f(tn-l)J

(3.19)

h
Xn+l = xn +2 [f(tn) + f(tn+l)]

(3.22)

4
Xn+l —

1
X

n

-

^

x

n

-

1+

2
^

h

f ( t n

+

C hapter 4 : N um erical Stability and Accuracy

name and order of
the algorithm

1)

Table (4.2): Simplified multistep algorithms for solving equation (4.13)
Os
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computed results and the total errors are plotted

and shown in

Figs. (4.13) and (4.14) respectively.

Exact
Backward Euler

-o-

Adams-Bashforth

♦
♦

Adams-Moulton
2nd-order Gear

time
F ig.(4.13): Exact and numerical solutions of equation
(4.13) using multistep methods with h=0.5.

♦
o
♦
-0-

Backward Euler
Adams-Bashforth
Adams-Moulton
2nd-order Gear

time
Fig.(4.14): Total error for equation (4.13) using
multistep methods with h=0.5.

It can be seen that second-order methods give superior accuracy
compared with the first-order one. The second-order Adams-Moulton
has the least error among the employed second-order algorithms.
Since the derivative is a function of t only, the previously calculated
values, xn_i, xn-2 , . . ., are not used in calculation of the new value in
Adams methods. In the next section accuracy of some fourth-order
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methods in solution of a differential equation in the form of x'=f(x,t)
will be examined. Needless to express that the fourth-order multistep
algorithms, Adams and Gear, give the exact solution of equation
(4.13) because the solution is a quartic.

4.3.3

Accuracy

of the Fourth-order Methods

In this section the fourth-order algorithms : Runge-Kutta, AdamsBashforth, Adams-Moulton, and Gear, are employed

to give the

numerical solution of the following differential equation:
x* = f(x,t) = 0.6 - 3x +1.8t,

x(0)= l

(4.15)

The exact solution of equation (4.15) is given by:
x(t) = 0.6t + e 3t

The

fourth-order

equation

(2.21)

Runge-Kutta
and

the

(4.16)

algorithm

fourth-order

is

already

defined

Adam s-Bashforth,

by

Adams-

Moulton, and Gear algorithms are given in tables (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3)
respectively.

To

com puter program

have

numerical

based

solution

on the mentioned

of equation
algorithms

(4.15),
has

a

been

developed. The required starting values for multistep methods are
provided using the exact solution. The implicit algorithms are coded
such that the solution is defined explicitly similar to equation (4.11).
The program is executed with h=0.1 from t=0 to 2. The exact solution
and the corresponding errors are plotted and shown in Figs. (4.15)
and (4.16) respectively. Since the magnitudes of the errors are very
small, the exact solution is plotted only.
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t i me

Fig.(4.15) : Exact solution o f equation (4.15)
error

error

Fig.(4.16) : Total error in solution of equation (4.15)
using 4th-order methods with h=0.1.
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It can be seen that the maximum magnitude of the total error for
both Runge-Kutta and Adams-Moulton algorithms is of the order 10 5
while this value for Adams-Bashforth and Gear algorithms is of the
order

-4

10 . I n

fo u rth -o rd er

the case of multistep methods the reason is that :
A dam s-M oulton

algorithm

requires

three

starting

values while the fourth-order Adams-Bashforth and Gear algorithms
require four starting values. Another reason is that the AdamsM oulton

algorithm

gives

the

solution

explicitly

and

hence

no

predictor is used. The computation is repeated for both AdamsBashforth and Gear algorithms with the smaller step size in order to
earn the same accuracy as the Runge-Kutta and Adams-Moulton
solutions. Thereafter, the run time for these methods is measured as
shown in table (4.3).

Fourth-order Algorithms

Ratio of the algorithm run
time to the exact run time

R unge-K utta

3.14

A dam s-B ashforth

4.62

A dam s-M oulton

2.04

Gear

2.10

Table (4.3) : Comparison o f run time o f fourth-order
methods in solving equation (4.15)

It can be seen that both, in terms of computational effort, implicit
Adams-M oulton and Gear algorithms are faster than the explicit
Runge-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth.
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4.3.4

A ccuracy

of the

5 1

P re d ic to r-C o rre c to r

M ethods

In this section the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is used to
provide

starting values for the fourth-order multistep methods (ie

Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton and Gear) and used as a predictor
for

the

im plicit

Adams-Moulton

and

Gear

methods

in

solving

equation (4.15). The total error associated with the solutions obtained
by

the

mentioned

multistep

methods

are plotted

and

shown

in

Fig (4.17).

F ig.(4.17): Total error using multistep methods for solving equation (4.15) with
h=0.1 (the 4th-order Runge-Kutta is used to provide starting values
and as a predictor for implicit methods)

It can be seen that the total error is increased by a factor of less than
5

in

Adams-M oulton

associated

with

the

and

Gear

solutions

Adams-Bashforth

while

solution

the
is

total

not

error

changed

compared to the results shown in Fig. (4.16). The computation is also
repeated using the Adams-Bashforth method as the predictor for the
implicit Adams-Moulton and Gear algorithms and the resulting total
error is plotted and shown in Fig. (4.18).
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Fig(4.18) : Total error using multistep methods for solving equation (4.15) with
h=0.1 (the 4th-order Runge-Kutta is used to provide starting values and
4th-order Adams-Bashforth is used as a predictor for implicit methods)

In this case the total error of both solutions is increased by the factor
of more than 10 compared with the results shown in Fig. (4.16). The
reason is that the predictor method, Adams-Bashforth algorithm, is
one order less accurate than the corrector and consequently the total
error is affected by the predictor solutions. An examination of table
(4.3) shows that the run time for the employed predictor-corrector
methods is more than that shown in table (4.3) especially with the
same order of accuracy. As a result, the implicit multistep algorithms
are more accurate and faster than the explicit ones, if they give the
solution

explicitly.

However,

in

more

practical

problem s

the

differential equations are not in the form that the implicit methods
can define their solutions explicitly. For example, the Backward Euler
solution of the following exponential differential equation:
x’ = eX,

x(0) = 1

(4.17)

is given by:
Xn+i = xn + h eXn+1

Observe

that equation

(4.18) can not be solved

(4.18)

explicitly.

The

numerical solution is only obtained by applying an explicit method or
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a predictor-corrector method. Such a situation is common in most of
the

network

problems.

As an example,

the

fourth-order Adams-

Bashforth-Moulton (predictor-corrector) algorithm is used to provide
exact solution for a nonlinear third-order stiff system described in
[18].

4.4

S tiff E qu atio n s

Consider the following differential equation associated with the first
order linear circuit shown in Fig. (4.19):
d Vc _ 1
dV(t)
[V(t) - Vc] +
dt “ RC
dt

(4.19)

This equation can be written in the following form:
= -cci[x-V(t)] +

dV(t)
dt

(4.20)

where -a i= -l/R C is the natural frequency of the circuit and V(t) is a
-0C21
forcing function. If V(t)=l-e
, equation (4.20) becomes

= f(x,t) = -ai(x -l) + (a 2-ai)e

-0C2t

(4.21)

R

dV(t)
dt

Fig.(4.19): A first-order linear circuit
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The exact solution of the differential equation (4.21) is given by:
x(t) = Ko e’a i t + (l-e"a2t)

(4.22)

where K0=x(0)-V(0) indicates the initial state of the circuit.
The exact solution consists of two exponential components, one
related to the nature of the circuit represented by a i and the other
one results by forcing function represented by az- In equation (4.22),
if the two constants a i and a 2 differ by several orders of magnitude,
e.g. a i = 1 0 6 and «2=1» then the system is said to be s t i f f [7]. In this
case, the solution consists of a fa s t and a s l o w component. With the
given

values

of a 1 and a 2 , the first term

in

equation

(4.22)

approaches zero within 5 us (5 /a i) while the second term needs 5 s
(5/ a 2 ) to reach the final value. Having the numerical solution of the
stiff differential equation (4.21), requires the time interval of at least
5 s to cover both components of the transient response. In stiff
situations, the step size is set by the short time constant while
simulation interval is determined by the long time constant of the
system

[19], [24]. If the Forward Euler algorithm is chosen for

numerical integration of equation (4.21) the value of step size must
be chosen

less

than 2 /a 1

to

prevent

num erical

instability

as

explained before. The reason can also be realized by testing the
following equation which is the simplified Forward Euler solution of
the equation (4.21):
Xn+i = xn( l- h a i) + h ai + h(a 2-a i)e a2tn

(4.22)

Hence, the maximum permissible step size h=2 us results N =2.5xl0 6
as the total number of steps. The total steps will be equal to 2.5 xlO 9
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if a i = l 0 9» taking a very long run time over the interval using the
Forward Euler algorithm. Assuming 10 us computation time over one
step, it will take 2.5 xlO 4 s, or approximately 7 hours of computer
time to solve this problem!
In order to have an accurate result, the step size must be chosen
about one-tenth of the smallest time constant of the system [29]. This
results in more computation effort compared to the previous case.
Now an im plicit integration method, Backward Euler algorithm, is
employed to solve the given stiff equation. The simplified solution is :
Xn+1 = I+ hai

+ h<X1 + h(a 2 "a l)e a2(tn+h)]

(4.23)

Since a i and «2 are two positive constants, x-*0 as time increases
even as h—»oo. Therefore, equation (4.23) is numerically stable for all
values of h. Hence, such a stiff equation can be handled by an implicit
algorithm without loss of stability. It is common to use a variable
step size technique to solve stiff equations. In this case the fast
component can be detected by using small step size and the slow
com ponent can be covered by applying larger step size to save
execution time. In general, stiff system of equations can be solved by
both explicit and implicit algorithms.

4.5

C onclusion

N um erical stability

and accuracy of the numerical

solutions are

studied in this chapter. The standard test equation is used to examine
the numerical stability of the employed methods. It is shown that the
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explicit methods are numerically unstable when a large step size is
used. Moreover, low order implicit algorithms, Backward Euler and
Trapezoidal, have the superior numerical stability than the higher
order ones. A comparison of results shows that the value of step size
for implicit Adams-Moulton algorithms can be chosen 10 times larger
than that for the Adams-Bashforth algorithms of the same order
without loss of stability.
Accuracy of the solutions obtained by different numerical methods
are also examined. It has been shown that in solving an initial-value
problem, more accurate results can be achieved by using small step
size or employing high-order methods. It is also examined that, with
a given step size, the accuracy of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta and
fourth-order Adams-Moulton algorithms is of the same order while
Gear and Adams-Bashforth methods give less accurate results. A
comparison of computation time shows that, with the same order of
accuracy, both Gear and Adams-Moulton algorithms are faster than
Runge-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth methods. In the case of predictorcorrector methods both explicit Runge-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth
algorithm s

were employed as a predictor for im plicit Gear and

A dam s-M oulton

algorithm s

(corrector).

C onsidering

accuracy,

stability, and computation time it can be concluded that the family of
the

A dam s-M oulton

algorithm s

are

the

algorithms for solving initial-value problems.

best

general-purpose

€ M A 1PTEIË.

CHAPTER 5

POWER ELECTRONIC
TEST CIRCUIT

5.1

Introduction

Most power electronic circuits contain components giving a very short
and very long time constants. This implies the s t i f f n e s s property of
the circuit and results in waveforms with very fast and very slow
com ponents.

Sw itch in g

operation in power electronic circuits create

discontinuous waveforms in addition to continuous waveshapes which
are produced by some passive components.
In this chapter a power electronic test circuit (chopper circuit) is
presented. The test circuit have the stiffness property because of
w idely

d ifferent

time

constants

in

the

circuit.

D iscontinuous

waveforms are also produced because of switching operation in the
circuit. Theoretical analysis of the test circuit is studied in this chapter
by

deriving

the

differential

equations

solutions in different operational modes.

and

their exact

analytical
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Pow er E lectronic Test C ircuit

In this chapter the chopper circuit shown in Fig. (5.1) will be used as
the main circuit to test different numerical integration methods. This
circuit consists of a highly inductive load a RC snubber circuit, an ONOFF controlled switch S, a DC voltage source and a freewheel diode D.
The same circuit is also employed as a test circuit in [15] and the
obtained results are shown at the end of this section. The simulation
results using SUPES (Sydney University Power Electronic Simulator) is
presented in chapter 7.

v

Fig.(5.1): Chopper test circuit

The value of the components are as follows:
V = 300 V,
L = 200 mH,
C = 0.047 uF,
Rl = 12.8 a ,
R2 = 33 a ,
Switching frequency = 666.67 Hz
Switching Duty cycle = 0.33
The chopper test circuit posses the following properties:
1- Having discontinuous

waveforms because of switching operation of

the circuit. There are, in fact, two switches in the circuit : switch S
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which can be controlled according to a given frequency and duty cycle;
and diode D which acts as a freewheel diode for the load to prevent
sudden

changes

in

the

load

current.

For

sim plification

of

the

simulation, both "S" and "D" are considered as ideal switches initially.
2 - Transient

behaviour by including the inductor and the capacitor in

the circuit. Having an inductor and a capacitor in the circuit results in
a RLC circuit configuration when both switches are off. This leads to a
second-order differential equation associated with the state variables
of the circuit.
3- Stiffness

property caused by combination of very small and very

large time constants. Time constants of the circuit are determined by
the values of R \ and L in the load and R2 and C in the snubber circuit
as:
L

0.2

t l = R l = I 2~8 = 15,62 m s

C5 *1 )

t 2 = R2 C = 33 x 0.047x 10-6 =1.55 us

(5.2)

and

Since two time constants of the circuit differ by a factor of 10,000, it
can be said that the circuit has the stiffness property. Similar to the
equation (4.21), the differential equations associated with the test
circuit are also stiff. To have an accurate numerical solution the step
size must be chosen very small, eg one-tenth of the smallest time
constant of the circuit, to cover the response of the snubber subcircuit.
This results in a long run time because of the long time constant of the
load circuit. More details will be discussed in chapter 6 . As explained
the

experim ental

and

simulation

results

using

the

TLM

method
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(Transmission Line Modeling Technique) described in [15] are shown
in Figs. (5.2) and (5.3).

F ig.(5.2): Experimental results for load current (upper trace) and
switch current (lower trace) with 2A/div and 0.5 ms/div

i

I

Fig.(5.3): TLM simulation results with h=2 us (top),
h=5 us (left) and h=8 us (right)
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A nalysis

5.3.1 D ifferent O perational Modes of the Test C ircuit
The analysis of the chopper test circuit involves investigation of the
following four possible operation modes as shown in Fig. (5.4):
- Mode (1 ) : switch "S" is ON and diode "D" is OFF
- Mode (2 ) : switch "S" is OFF and diode "D ” is OFF
- Mode (3) : switch "S" is OFF and diode MD" is ON
- Mode (4) : switch ”S” is ON and diode "D" is ON

2

'------Ì1
* Jd * s
1
1
1 1«,
J
. 1
T 11 IV..______ 1
î
>
'c 1 I
- - -

i

s }

(c):M o d e(3 )
F ig.(5.4): Different operational modes of the chopper test circuit.

In practice when the diode D is conducting, if the switch S is turned on
the diode will be reverse biased and turned off in a very short time.
In ideal case as here, this time is considered to be zero and hence
operational mode (4) will not be studied.
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- M ode ( 1 ) : switch "S" is ON and diode "D" is OFF

4
”

v

D

Vd

+
C V,

HI-

v—
T

) ìL
1 r
1
1
!

•1
j

(—
1

v____ J s J 5 1 lc 4 [
L l j

f

Fig.(5.5) : Mode (1) "S" is ON, "D" is OFF

In this operating mode, the current flows through the load via switch
S and increases according to the load time constant (t i ). At the same
time, the snubber circuit will be shorted by the switch S and the
capacitor

voltage

will

be decreased.

The rate

of decreasing

the

capacitor voltage depends on the snubber time constant (X2)- The
differential equations for the load current and capacitor voltage in this
mode are derived as :
Loop(l) :

L ^ + R iii = V

(5.3)

Loop(2) :

V c + R2 C - ^ = 0

(5.4)

Initial

conditions

for the load current and capacitor voltage

are

assumed as :
il(0)=I0, and Vc(0)=Vco.
The exact solutions of the differential equations (5.3) and (5.4) give
the load current and capacitor voltage as:
il(t ) = ^ [ l - e - < ^ 1]+I o e - < ‘V ^
V c(t) = Vc0 e ' (t-‘o)/T2

•

(5.5)
(5.6)
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As time increases the load current approaches the final value V /R i,
and the capacitor voltage decreases to zero according to the time
constant of the snubber circuit (T2 ). Assuming Vco=300 and Io=0, the
exact solutions in this mode are computed and shown in table (5.1). It
can be seen that both capacitor voltage and capacitor current decrease
within few microseconds while the load current increases very slowly
according to the load time constant. In addition to equations (5.5) and
(5.6) the following equations are also valid in mode ( 1 ):
Vc
Vci=300 V, 1(1=0, ic35- ] ^ and isw=il-ic.
The stiffness property can be seen in the switch current in this mode
which consists of two components: a slow component ii, and a fast
com ponent

ic. These components are created by load and snubber

subcircuits respectively.

time(us) Isw
0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00

11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
500.00

Vc
Vd
id
Vsnub
0.000 300.00 300.00 0.00
0.000 157.44 300.00 0.00
0.000 82.62 300.00 0.00
0.003
0.004
-1.314
1.318
0.000 43.36 300.00 0.00
0.696
0.006
-0.690
0.000 22.76 300.00 0.00
11.94 300.00 0.00
0.369
-0.362
0.007
0.000
0.00
0.199
0.009
-0.190
0.000
6.27 300.00
0.00
0.110
0.010
-0.100
0.000
3.29 300.00
0.064
0.012
-0.052
0.00
0.000
1.73 300.00
0.041
0.000
0.91 300.00
0.00
0.013
-0.027
-0.014
0.000
0.48 300.00
0.00
0.029
0.015
0.024
0.25 300.00
0.00
0.000
0.016
-0.008
-0.004
0.00
0.000
0.022
0.13 300.00
0.018
0.00
-0.002
0.000
0.07 300.00
0.022
0.019
0.04 300.00
0.00
0.000
0.021
-0.001
0.022
0.00
0.02 300.00
0.022 -0.001
0.000
0.023
0.00 300.00 0.00
0.000
-0.000
0.738
0.738
Table(5.1): Exact values in operating mode(l)
¡0 = 0 A and Vc0=300 V.
9.091
4.772
2.507

II

0.000
0.001

Ic

-9.091
-4.771
-2.504

The final value for the load current is equal to

= 23.43 A in the case

that the switch S remains ON for at least 5 t i , 80ms. The average load
current with the given switching duty cycle is about 7.5A which is
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available after 20 cycles. It can be seen that for the first cycle the
value of the load current is relatively small because of the long time
constant of the load circuit.
■ Mode (2) : switch "S" and diode "D" are OFF

In this operating mode when the switch S is turned-off the load
current flows into the snubber circuit. This makes both load and
snubber circuits in series as shown in Fig. (5.6). The differential
equation for the current flowing into the RLC circuit is :
di
L — + iR i + Vc + iR 2 = V
t

(5.7)

wh e r e
i= C

dV^
dt

(5.8)

Substituting (5.8) into (5.7) gives a second order differential equation,
associated with the resulting RLC circuit, which must be solved to
determine the current flowing in the circuit and the voltage of the
capacitor.
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Exact solutions of the differential equations (5 .7 ) and (5 . 8 ) give the
time varying current and capacitor voltage as:
i(t) = V / C° ~ e a (t_t°) sin[a>d(t- to)]
L
(ûd
+ Io ~~~ e"ct(t to) sin[ood(t-to)+ 0 ]
COd

(5.9)

Vc(t) = V-(V-Vco) { — e"a (t"to) sin[cod(t-t0)+c>]}
(Od

. Io 1 -a(t-tn) . r ,
N1
+ — e v
sin[(Od(t-to)]
^ öd

(5.10)

where I q and Vco are the initial conditions and;
a=

R 1+R2
2L 5

COn
(Od

2

2

2

— (On -OC

f

1 CX ]
0 _ cos-*r—

(On
The following equations can be used to calculate the snubber and
diode voltages:
Vsnub—Vc + ic R2

(5.11)

Vd=V-Vsnub

(5.12)

Equations (5.9) and (5.10) are valid until the diode voltage Vd equals
to zero. At this time the diode D is in the forward bias and begins to
conduct. The exact values in this mode are calculated and shown in
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are

obtained

from

previous

operational mode as;
t0=500 us, 10=0.738 A and Vc0=0.

tim e(us) Isw
500.00
0.00
501.00
0.00
502.00
0.00
503.00
0.00
504.00
0.00
505.00
0.00
506.00
0.00
507.00
0.00
508.00
0.00
509.00
0.00
510.00
0.00
511.00
0.00
512.00
0.00
513.00
0.00
514.00
0.00
515.00
0.00
516.00
0.00
517.00
0.00
518.00
0.00

II
Ic
Vc
Vd
id
¥snub
0.738
275.64
0.738
0.00
0.00
24.36
0.739
0.739
0.00
15.72
40.12
259.88
0.741
0.741
0.00
31.46
244.10
55.90
0.742
0.742
0.00
228.29
47.23
71.71
0.743
0.743
0.00
87.54
63.03
212.46
0.744
0.744
0.00
78.84
196.61
103.39
0.745
0.745
0.00
94.68
180.75
119.25
0.746
0.746
0.00 110.53
164.87
135.13
0.746
0.746
0.00 126.40
148.97
151.03
0.747
0.747
0.00 142.29
133.07
166.93
0.747
0.747
0.00 158.18
117.15
182.85
0.748
0.748
0.00 174.09
101.22
198.78
0.748
0.748
0.00 190,01
85.29
214.71
0.749
0.749
0.00 205.94
69.35
230.65
0.749
0.749 . 0.00 221.87
53.41
246.59
0.749
0.749
0.00 237.81
37.47
262.53
0.749
0.749
21.52
0.00 253.75
278.48
0.749
0.749
0.00 269.69
294.42
5.58
0.749
0.435
0.31 285.64
0.00
300.00
Table(5.2): Exact values in operating mode(2)
I§ = 0.738 A and ¥ c0=0 ¥ .

As expected the load current is almost constant while the capacitor
and

snubber

voltages

are increasing

and consequently

the diode

voltage is decreasing. It can be seen that after 18 us the diode voltage
Vd is equal to zero. This is the s w itc h in g

in s ta n t of the diode D and

beginning of the next operational mode of the test circuit. The final
values in this mode will be used as initial conditions for the next
operational mode.

- Mode(3): Switch "S" Is OFF and diode "D" is ON
There are two loops associated with this operating mode as shown In
Fig. (5.7). The first loop is included load circuit and freewheel diode D
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and the second loop is included the voltage source, load and snubber
subcircuits.

Fig.(5.7): Mode(3), switch "S" is OFF and diode "D" is ON

Since diode D is conducting, the average voltage across the load is zero
therefore, all the supply voltage drops across the snubber circuit.
From

now on the snubber current begins to fall while capacitor

voltage

Vc approaches to its final value V. Differential equations

associated with this operating mode are :
Loop(l) :

dij .
L d t + h R l= 0

(5.13)

Loop(2) :

dVc
Vc + R2.C d tC = Vsnub

(5.14)

where

Vsnub = V - V d which is equal to V in an ideal case. Initial

conditions are also given by:
i(0) = I0, and Vc(0) = Vco.
The exact solutions of the differential equations (5.13) and (5.14) are
derived as:
il(t)=Io e~ (t' to)/ti
V c(t) = V [ l - e '(t' ‘o)/T2 ]+V co e ' (tV

(5.15)
/T2

(5.16)
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In addition to equations (5.15) and (5.16), the following equations are
also valid in mode (3 ):
. = -—
V-Vclc

The exact solutions for this operating mode with the following initial
conditions are computed and shown in table (5 .3 ):
t0=518 us, I§=0.749A, and ¥ c0=285.6 ¥ .

time(us)
518.00

Isw
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

II

0.749
0.749
0.749

Ic

id

Vc

0.314
285.64
0.435
519.00
0.228
0.521 292.46
520.00
0.120
296.04
0.629
521.00
0.749
0.063
0.686 297.92
522.00
OjOO 0.749 0.033
0.716 298.91
523.00
0.00
0.749
0.017
0.732 299.43
524.00
0.00
0.749 0.009
0.740 299.70
525.00
0.00
0.749 0.005
0.744 299.84
526.00
0.00
0.749 0.003
0.746 299.92
527.00
0.00
0.749
0.001
0.747 299.96
528.00
0.00
0.749 0.001
0.748
299.98
529.00
0.00
0.749
0.000
0.748
299.99
530.00
0.00
0.749 0.000
0.748 299.99
1500.00
0.704 0.000
0.704 300.00
0.00
Table (5.3) : Exact values in operational
10=518 us, Io=0.749 A and Vcq=285.64

Vd

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Vsniib
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00

0.00

300.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
300.00
0.00
300.00
0.00
300.00
0.00
300.00
0.00
300.00
0.00
300.00
mode(3)
¥.

It can be seen that the capacitor voltage ¥ c approaches the final value
(3Q0¥) while the capacitor current decreases to zero. At the same
time, the diode current Id is increasing and eventually carrying the
load current as expected. The diode D will conduct until its current
goes to zero or its voltage becomes positive (i.e. diode D is reverse
biased). In this case, the diode will carry the load current until its
voltage becomes positive by turning on the switch S. The final values
for the time, load current and capacitor voltage will be used as the
initial conditions for mode ( 1 ) of the next switching cycle as:
to=L5 ms, Io=0.7036 A, and ¥ co=300 ¥ .
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The exact solutions in mode (1) of the second switching cycle with the
above initial conditions are computed. The final values for time, load
current, and capacitor voltage are:
t = 2 ms, ii =1.420 A, and

Vc

= 0.

To find switching instant of the diode D in mode (2), the exact
solutions are computed using equations (5.9) to (5.12) and the above
initial conditions and shown in table (5.4).

tim e(us)
2000.00
2001.00
2002.00
2003.00
2004.00
2005.00
2006.00
2007.00
2008.00
2009.00
Table

Isw

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(5.4)
second

II

1.420
1.421
1.422
1.422
1.423
1.424
1.424
1.424

Ic

1.420
1.421
1.422
1.422
1.423
1.424
1.424
1.424
1.424
0.835

Id

Vc

vd

0.000
0.00 253.15
30.22 222.90
0.000
0.000
60.45
192.63
0.000
90.71
162.35
0.000
120.98
132.06
0.000
151.26
101.76
0.000
181.55
71.46
0.000 211.85
41.15
1.424
0.000 242.15
10.85
1.424
0.589 272.45
0.00
: Exact values in operating m ode(l) of
cycle to=2 ms, Iq= 1.420 A and Vco=0.

Vsnub
46.85
77.10
107.37
137.65
167.94
198.24
228.54
258.85
289.15
300.00
the

It can be seen that with the given initial conditions, the diode voltage
V d

is decreased within 9 us. Compare with the previous cycle, this

time is reduced because of increasing the current in the

RLC

circuit.

Thereafter, operational mode (3) will begin with the final values in
mode (2) as the initial conditions.
These three operational modes of the test circuit will be repeated
according to the given switching frequency and duty cycle. A graphical
interpretation of three operational modes of the chopper test circuit is
shown in Fig. (5.8):
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» time

^ conducting

F ig.(5.8): Three operational modes o f the chopper test circuit

In Fig. (5.8), Ton and T0ff are indicated as on time and o f f time of
switch S and T2 is specified as the duration time of mode (2). This time
will be reduced as the average current of the load

increases. For

example, T2=18 us with Io = 0.738 A and T2 = 9 us with Io = 1.420 A
as shown in tables (5.2) and (5.4). This implies that in

relatively high

currents operational mode (2) will be compleated in a short time. An
approximated curve for T2 versus Io has been plotted

and shown in

Fig. (5.9). Note that I q is the initial current at the beginning of mode
( 2 ).
T2

(us)

10

(A)

F ig.(5.9): An approximate prediction for T 2 using Iq

Three discussed operational modes of the chopper test circuit will be
repeated according to the given switching frequency and duty cycle of
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the circuit. Since the average current of the load is about 7.5A ( ^ T on),
the initial conditions for mode (1) of the 10th cycle are assumed as:
to=15 ms, Io=7.5 A, and Vc0=300 V.
Using the above initial conditions, the exact solutions for the load and
switch currents in three discussed operational modes are computed
and shown in Fig. (5.10).

Isvitch
lload(+1 A)

17

18

19

tim e (m s )

F ig.(5.10): Exact solutions of the load and switch currents
(Iload is shifted up by 1A for clarity)

An expanded graph for the switch current is also plotted and shown in
Fig. (5.11).

F ig.(5.11 ): Switch current in vicinity o f switching instant.
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*

A power electronic test circuit (chopper) is presented and discussed in
th is

ch ap ter.

D ifferen tial

equations

associated

with

different

operational modes of the test circuit are derived and their exact
analytical

solutions

are presented.

As

in

most power

electronic

circuits, the test circuit possesses the stiffness property because of
widely different time constants in the circuit. This gives sudden
changes in switch current when it is turned on (mode 1). It is shown
that the duration time of operational mode (2), where both switch S
and diode D are off, will be reduced if the average current in the
circuit is increased. In this regard, the switching instant of the
freewheel diode D is also discussed. Finally, the exact values of the
switch and load currents in steady state condition are computed and
shown. Numerical solution of the differential equations using some
conventional numerical integration methods will be discussed in the
following chapters.

€M AFTSIR

€

CHAPTER 6

POWER ELECTRONIC
SIMULATION USING CONSTANT
STEP SIZE METHODS

6.1 Introduction
Some

conventional

num erical

integration

techniques

and

their

applications on ODEs have been studied in previous chapters. In this
chapter some constant step size numerical integration methods will be
employed to give the numerical solution of the stiff power electronic
test circuit presented in chapter 5. In simulation of these circuits, small
step sizes must be used to cover the short time constants results in long
run

times.

Switching

operation

in power electronic

circuits

gives

discontinuous waveforms and hence a lot of computation is required to
find the proper trajectory

of the waveforms

after each

switching

in stan t.
Simulation of a power electronic test circuit using some constant step
size methods will be demonstrated in this chapter. Accuracy of the
solutions and numerical stability of the employed methods will be
discussed.
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Size M ethods

In this section some conventional numerical integration methods will
be employed to give the numerical solution of differential equations
associated with different operational modes of the chopper test circuit,
ie equations (5.3), (5.4), (5.7), (5.8), (5.13) and (5.14) presented in the
previous chapter. First of all it is required to convert these equations to
the form of x ’=f(x,t) as shown in table (6.1)

Operating Mode
Mode ( 1 )

Differential Equation
dii 1
d t = E ( V- ilRl>
d Vc
Vc
dt "
R2 C

Mode (2)

fi = \

Mode (3)

[V-V c-(R i +R2) i]

dV c i
dt “ C
dii
ii Ri
dt “ " L
dV c V-Vc
d t “ R2 C

Table(6.1): Differential equations for the three
operational modes of the chopper test circuit

These equations are valid for specified operational modes and will be
used to compute the state variables in each appropriate operational
mode using different integration methods.
6.2.1

Single-step

Integration

Methods

In this section two methods, Forward Euler and fourth-order RungeKutta algorithms, will be employed to solve the differential equations
presented

in table (6.1). Numerical stability

solutions will also be studied.

and

accuracy

of the
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I. F o rw ard

E uler A lgorithm

*

The Forward Euler algorithm is already defined by equation (2.9). The
simplified Forward Euler solution of equations presented in table (6.1)
are shown in table (6.2).
Operating Mode

Simplified Solution
iln+l = iln + h (V-Ri iin)/L

Mode (1)

Vcn+l = Vcn - h (V cn)/(R2 C)
iln+l = iln + h [V-Vcn-(Ri+R2) iln]/L

Mode (2)

Vcn+1 = Vcn + h(im/C)
iln+l = iln - h(Ri iin)/L

Mode (3)

Vcn+l = Vcn + h(V-Vcn)/(R2 C)
Table (6.2): Simplified Forward Euler solutions of equations
valid in three operational modes of the chopper test circuit

A computer program has been developed to calculate the desired
values according to the Forward Euler solutions presented in table
(6.2). In the first run the value of time step is adjusted to be 0.2 us.
The computed

values

for the load and switch currents

with the

following initial conditions are plotted and shown in Fig. (6.1):
to=15 ms, Io=7.5 A and Vco=300 V.

Iswitch
lload (+1A)

tim e (m s )

Fig.(6.1) : Load and switch currents using the Forward Euler method
h=0.2 us, Iq=7.5 A and V cq=300 V.
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Using the exact values, the relative percent error for the switch current
is also computed and shown in Fig. (6.2). Since the step size is very
small, about one-tenth of the minimum time constant of the circuit
(h=0.2 us and X2 =l .551 us), the maximum magnitude of the error is
also very small (about 2%). It can be seen that the maximum error is
occured in vicinity of switching instant.

time

16.500

16.505

(ms)

16.510

Fig.(6.2) : Relative percent error of the switch
current using Forward Euler method, h=0.2us.

With this value of step size, 7500 steps per switching cycle and 6
evaluations of slopes per step (two evaluations at each operational
mode) are required. To have the steady state results with zero initial
conditions, 30 cycles must be covered. It results in total calculation of
1.35 x 10 6 which takes a relatively long run time. The computation is
repeated with larger step size h=lus, and the results are plotted and
shown in Fig. (6.3).

Iswitch
lload(+1 A)

F ig.(6.3): Switch and load currents using the Forward Euler method, h=lus.
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The error for the switch current is* also computed

19

and shown in

Fig. (6.4). Compare to the previous case, the computation effort is
reduced to one-fifth ( 0.2 us /1 us), while the total error is increased
by a factor of 5 .

time

(ms)

F ig.(6.4): Relative percent error o f switch current using
Forward Euler method with h=lus

The final value for the load current is compared with the exact value
as:
il( 15.5 ms) = 8.00193 A

: using the exact solution

il( 15.5 ms) = 8.00194 A

:

using Forward Euler algorithm with h=l us

Since the maximum error is about 10"5, it can be said that the Forward
Euler algorithm gives an accurate solution for the load current because
the load time constant is much larger than the employed step size
(xi = 15.6 ms »

h=l us).

In the next computation the value of h=3us and the computed results
are plotted and shown in Fig. (6.5). In this case the switch current has
some oscillations
Fig. ( 6 .6 ).

with

Although,

a relatively

this

is

not an

long decay time as
accurate

solution,

numerically stable because its error converges to zero.

shown
it

is

in
still
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Iswitch
lload(+1 A)

F ig.(6.5): Switch and load currents using the Forward Euler method, h=3us.

Fig.(6.6): Oscillations o f the switch current using Forward Euler method, h=3us.

Since the capacitor voltage in mode (1) is an exponential function
similar to the test equation (4.1), the maximum permissible step size
for the Forward Euler algorithm is determined by:
hmax = 2 x2 = 3.102 us

to avoid numerical instability.
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II.

F o u rth -o rd e r

R u n g e-K u tta

8 1

A lgorithm

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm defined by equation (2.21) is
differential equations presented in table ( 6 . 1 ).

employed tosolve the
The simplified

solution

of the load current in operational mode

( 1)

using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is given by:
.
.
h „
^
hn+1 = iin + g [kl + 2k2 +2 k 3 + k4]

(6.1)

w h e re

.
k l = £ (V- Ri im)
k2 =
k3 =

[V- Rl(im + h _y ) ]
l

^ l(h n + h -^*)]

k 4 = “ [V- Rl(im + h k3 )]
It can be seen that the new value of the load current, im + 1 , is
calculated according to the old value of the load current, im, and a
combination of four evaluated slopes at this step. The same process is
required for the rest of the differential equations shown in table (6 . 1 ).
Based on the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, a computer program
has been developed

to compute the solutions in three operational

modes of the chopper test circuit. Different functions and procedures
have been defined and the program is written so that different step
sizes can be entered. Similar to the previous case, the initial conditions
for time, load current, and capacitor voltage are assumed as:
to =15 ms, Io = 7.5 A, and Vcq = 300 V.
The program is executed using the above initial conditions with h=l us.
The computed results for the load and switch currents and the relative
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percent error of the switch current are ^plotted and shown in Figs. (6.7)
and (6.8) respectively.

Iswitch

HoadC+1 A)

tim e (m s )

F i g . (6 .7 ): S w it c h and load currents
f o u r t h - o r d e r R u n g e - K u t t a a l g o r it h m ,

u s in g
h = lu s.

(ms)

F i g . ( 6 .8 ) : R e l a t i v e p ercen t error o f s w itc h
f o u r th - o r d e r R u n g e - K u t t a a lg o r it h m ,

current
h = lu s

u sin g

It can be seen that the maximum error is 0.1 percent compared to the
15 percent error obtained by the Forward Euler algorithm with the
same step size (i.e. h=l us). The value of error in Forward Euler
solution with h=0.2, Fig. (6.2), is about 2% which is more than that in
Runge-Kutta solution with h=l us. Note that although the step size in
Runge-Kutta method is five times larger than that in Forward Euler
one, the error is reduced by a factor of 20. On the other hand, the
computational effort is almost equivalent in both methods. This means
that the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with larger step size gives
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a more accurate solution than the Forward Euler method with small
step size. The computation is repeated with larger step size (i.e. h=2, 3
and 4 us) with the same initial conditions. The computed values for the
load

and

switch

currents

using h=4 us are plotted

and

shown

in

Fig. (6.9). The percent relative error of the switch current using h=2, 3
and 4 us are plotted and shown in Fig. (6.10).

Isw itoh
llo*d(+1 A)

F i g . (6 .9 ): S w itc h and load currents u s in g
f o u r th - o r d e r R u n g e - K u t t a a l g o r i t h m , h = 4 u s

F i g . ( 6 .1 0 ): R e l a t i v e p er c en t error o f
u sin g
f o u r th - o r d e r R u n g e - K u t t a

s w itc h current
a lg o rith m .
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It can be seen that the error will be *increased as larger step size is
used. The maximum magnitude of the error with h=2 us is about 2%
which is almost equal to that obtained by Forward Euler method with
h=0.2 us. With the larger step size (h>4 us) the fourth-order RungeKutta algorithm failed to give the proper solution for the switch current
due to numerical instability.

6.2.2

P redictor-corrector

M ethods

'

Predictor-corrector methods combine two different methods: an explicit
method to provide an initial guess for the solution and an implicit
m ethod

to

im prove

the

solution.

In

this

section

some

common

predictor-corrector methods will be employed to give the numerical
solutions of differential equations associated with different operational
modes of the chopper test circuit presented in table (6.1).
I.

Second-order

In

this

part,

the

R an g e-K u tta

and

Trapezoidal Methods

second-order Runge-Kutta algorithm

(explicit) is

em ployed as predictor accompanied with the Trapezoidal algorithm
(im plicit) as the corrector. These algorithms are already defined by
equations (2.18) and (3.3) respectively. Application of this method on
the chopper test circuit is made by developing a computer program to
calculate the numerical solution of equations shown in table (6.1). The
program is executed with h=l us and the computed results for the load
and switch currents are plotted shown in Fig. (6.11). Using the exact
solution

the

Fig. (6.12).

relative

percent

error

is

computed

and

shown

in
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Isvitch
lloadC+1 A)

F ig.(6.11): Switch and load currents using second-order
Runge-Kutta and Trapezoidal methods, h = lus.

F ig.(6.12): Relative percent error o f switch current using
second-order Runge-Kutta and Trapezoidal methods, h = lu s.

It can be seen that the magnitude of the error in this method is about
5% and the method is numerically stable since its error converges to
zero. The computation is repeated with larger step size and the relative
error of the switch current for h=2 and 3 us are shown in Fig. (6.13).
It can be seen that the error is increased as larger step size used. In the
case of h=3 us, the switch current consists of some oscillations with
relatively long decay time similar to that shown in Fig. (6.5).
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F ig.(6.13)

86

: Relative percent error of switch current using second-order RungeKutta and Trapezoidal methods, h=2us(left), and h=3us(right).

A comparison of the error obtained by this method and the Forward
Euler and Runge-Kutta solutions with h=l us shows that the fourthorder Runge-Kutta algorithm gives the most accurate results than the
others. The reason is that the higher order methods give more accurate
results.

This

predictor-corrector method

failed

to

give

the

proper

solution with h>3 us because of the numerical instability.
II.

S econd-order

R unge-K utta

and

G ear

A lgorithm s

In this section application of another predictor-corrector method on the
chopper test circuit will be studied. The second-order Runge-Kutta
algorithm ,

equation

(2.18),

is employed

as the predictor

and

the

second-order Gear algorithm, equation (3.22) is used as the corrector
method. The second-order Gear algorithm is a two step method because
two

starting

values

namely

xn and xn _i

are

required

at

each

computation stage. Based on the presented predictor-corrector method,
a computer program has been developed to compute the solutions of
differential

equations

presented

in

table

(6.1).

The

second-order

Runge-Kutta algorithm is also used to provide two starting values for
the Gear algorithm. The program has been executed for three values of
step size (i.e. h=0.5, 1 and 2 us) with the same initial condition. The
computed results for the switch and load currents using h=0.5 us are
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plotted and shown in Fig. (6.14). The relative percent error of the
switch current using different step size are also computed and shown
in Fig. (6.15).

Iswttch
lloadC+1 A)

1

r

17

18

19

time(ms)
F ig .(6.14): Switch and load currents using Runge-Kutta
and Gear methods, h=0.5us.

16.50

1 6.51
tl m e ( m s )

1 6.52

1 6.50

16.51

16.52

ti m e ( m s )

F ig .(6.15) : Relative percent error of switch current using second-order
Runge-Kutta and Gear methods, h=0.5us(top), h = lu s(left), and h=2us(right).
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It can be seen that the error is increased as larger step size is used. The
maximum magnitude of the error using h=0.5 us is about 5%. With
h=I us the error is increased to 15%. Note that in this case the error
does

not converge

interpreted

to zero

as critical

and is

almost constant.

This

can

be

stability. The error associated

with

h=2 us

becomes larger as time increases which implies numerical instability of
the method.

III.

Adams

Algorithm s

In this part multi step Adams algorithms are employed to compute the
solution of the differential equations presented in table (6.1). The
second-order Adams-Bashforth and the second-order Adams-Moulton
algorithms are employed as the predictor and corrector respectively.
These algorithms are already defined by equation (3.16) and (3.19)
where the former is an explicit two step method and the latter is an
implicit one step method known as Trapezoidal algorithm. A computer
program has been developed to apply the discussed predictor-corrector
method to the differential equations associated with the chopper test
circuit. Similar to previous case, the only starting value for the secondorder Adam s-Bashforth
Runge-Kutta algorithm.

algorithm

is provided

by

the

second-order

The program is executed with different

step

sizes. The computed values for the switch and load currents

with

h= l us are plotted and

shown in Fig. (6.16). The percent relative error

of the switch current is

also computed with h=l and 2 us and shown in

Fig. (6.17).
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15

11

<
w
c
«

Is v itc h

7

k.
k.
9
O

lloadC+1 A)
3

-1
16

17

18

19

tim e (m s )

Fig.(6.16):

Switch and load currents using second-order Adams methods, h = lus.

16.50

1 6.51

16.52

16.50

time(ms)

Fig.

(6.17):

16.51

16.52

time(ms)

Relative percent error of switch current using second-order
Adams methods, h=lus(left), and h=2us(right).

It can be seen that with h=l us the maximum magnitude of the error is
about 6%. This is similar to the results obtained by Runge-Kutta and
Trapezoidal (predictor-corrector) results shown in Fig. (6.12). For the
larger step size h=2 us, error begins to increase due to numerical
instability.

The reason

is that the predictor (second-order Adams-

Bashforth algorithm) is not as accurate as the second-order RungeKutta which is used as predictor in section I.
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»'

Application of the integration methods with constant step size on the
stiff power electronic test circuit examined. A first-order single-step
method

(Forward

Euler algorithm) with

small

step

size computed

accurate results with a long computation time. The fourth-order RungeKutta algorithm calculated the superior results with the same order of
accuracy as the Forward Euler method, with larger step size and less
computational effort. It is shown that a high-order method with larger
step size is preferred to a low-order method with small step size. In
relatively

large

step sizes both first and fourth-order Runge-Kutta

methods became unstable.
Different types of predictor-corrector methods were employed to solve
stiff differential equations associated with the test circuit. Among the
em ployed

p re d ic to r-co rrecto r

m ethods,

R unge-K utta-T rapezoidal

method gave more accurate results and superior numerical stability
than the Adams and Runge-Kutta-Gear methods. The worse case was
created by combination of the second-order Runge-Kutta and Gear
algorithms especially in larger step size. Considering the computational
effo rt,

it

can

be

concluded

that

p red icto r-co rrecto r

m ethods

(combination of single-step explicit and multistep implicit Integration
methods) are the best constant step size methods for solving stiff
equations. Application of some integration methods with variable step
size technique will be discussed in the next chapter.

€ M A IP W E M
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CHAPTER 7

POWER ELECTRONIC
SIMULATION USING VARIABLE
STEP SIZE METHODS

7.1

Introduction

In previous chapters the numerical methods for solving ordinary
differential equations with constant step size have been studied.
Application of these methods on the stiff power electronic test circuit
are also studied in chapter 6. It has been shown that more accurate
results can be obtained by applying small step size (eg h=0.2 us in
Forward Euler method) resulted in long computational run time. It is
also observed that the maximum error is occured at the beginning of
the computation where the fast component of the solution is active.
Since the error is converged to zero within few microseconds, it is
enough to apply small step size only in this period. For the rest of
computation larger step size can be used to get reasonable run time
with acceptable order of accuracy. For this purpose algorithms which
have the ability of changing the step size during the computation can
be employed. These methods are called adjustable step size methods
and will be presented in this chapter.
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7.2 Adaptive Step Size Control
As an example, suppose that a particular differential equation has an
abrupt change in its solution as shown in Fig. (7.1). Using a constant
step size numerical method, requires to apply small step size to cover
the solution during the regions of abrupt changes and hence more
unnecessary

computations

must be

done

for

regions

of gradual

changes. In these cases algorithms with adjustable step size methods
can be applied to avoid unnecessary calculations.

X
F ig .(7 .1 ): An abrupt change in solu tion o f an O DE

Since these methods adapt to the trajectory of the solution, they are
said to have adaptive step size control. The important part in this
method is estimation of the local truncation error. This error must be
obtained at each step and applied to control (increase or decrease) the
step size [6].
Both single-step and multistep integration methods are capable to
employ the variable step size control method. In this chapter a single
step method, fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, with adaptive step
size control will be studied.
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7.3 R unge-K utta Methods with Adaptive Step Size Control
Step

size

control

in

single-step

methods

are

classified

in

two

approaches. In the first approach different order of the Runge-Kutta
algorithms are applied to give an estimation for local truncation error.
In the second method the local trancation error is estimated by using
the same order Runge-Kutta algorithm with different step size. The
second method is known as step doubling and will be discussed next.
7.3.1

Step

Doubling Method

In this method the Runge-Kutta algorithm is employed twice in each
step, once as a full step and once as two half steps as shown in
Fig. (7.2).
y

F ig .(7.2)

: Step doub ling m ethod

If yj and y2 stand for the results obtained by using one full step and
two half steps respectively, the difference could be defined as:
Ay=y2-yi

(7.1)

This discrepancy can be used to estimate the local truncation error and
hence a method for step size control. The following criterion for
calculation of the new value of the step size has been suggested by
Press et al. (1986):
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Anew

(7.2)

A0td

hnew and hold are new and present step sizes, Aoid is the

accuracy which is calculated by equation (7.1), Anew is the desired
accuracy, and a is a constant which must be determined. For the
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method the value of a is equal to 0.2 when
Aold ^ Anew (he. step size must be increased), and equal to 0.25 when
Aold ^ Anew

(i.e. step size must be decreased). Note that the accuracy in

fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is proportional to h^, therefore, to
have the desired accuracy, error must be proportional to j = 0.2.
The value of Anew in equation (7.2) as a specified accuracy, has an
important role in determining hnew and could be assumed as a relative
error. This is a good assumption but not for solutions passing through
zero. Press et al. (1986) suggested a general method for determining
Anew as follows:
Anew —£ Yscaie

(7.3)

where £ is an overall tolerance level and Yscaie will be scaled to give
the constant relative error as:
Yscale

(7.4)

|y| +

Now the fourth-order Rung-Kutta algorithm with a method to control
the step size (i.e. equations 7.2 to 7.4) can be applied to give a solution
of an ordinary differential equation. Note that the value of Ay in
equation (7.1) can be used to correct the prediction y2. This correction
for the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is:
_
y final

Ay
y2+

15

(7.5)
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The above estimation is fifth-order accurate because of employing a
fourth-order method. For the third-order Runge-Kutta algorithm the
solution can be corrected by adding Ay/7 [10]. The following example
demonstrates the application of the adaptive fourth-order Runge-Kutta
m ethod.
Exam ple

7.1:

Consider

the following

nonhomogeneous

ordinary

differential equation :
£

* 0.6y - 10

(7 .6)

with the initial condition of y(0)=0.5. The general solution of equation
(7.6) is derived as :
_ _ -0.6x
Yg =0.5 e

(7.7)

The graphical form of equation (7.7) has been shown in Fig. (7.3) and
presents an exponential curve decaying to zero as x increases from 0 to
4. The forcing function is also plotted and shown in Fig. (7.4). It can be
seen that the major values of the forcing function is appeared in
vicinity of x=2.

F ig .(7 .3 ):

G eneral solu tion

o f equation

(7 .6 )
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(7 .1 )

Two computer programs have been developed to apply the classical
and

adaptive

fourth-order

Runge-Kutta

methods

to

compute

the

solution of equation (7.6). The program based on the classical fourthorder Runge-Kutta algorithm has been executed for three values of
step size (i.e. h=0.01,0.1 and 1). The computed values are plotted and
shown in Fig. (7.5).

h=0.0
h=0.1
h= 1

0
F ig .(7 .5 ):

1

2

3

4

C om puted so lu tio n s o f equation (7 .6 ) u sin g c la ssic a l
fourth-order R unge-K utta algorithm .

Although, the results obtained by using the smallest step size, h=0.01,
are not the exact, these are the more accurate values with 400 efforts
over the whole interval (i.e. from x=0 to 4). Based on the results
obtained using h=0.01, the total error using h=0.1 and 1 are computed
and shown in Fig. (7.6).
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F ig .(7 .6 ):

T otal

error u sin g standard fourth-order R u n ge-K u tta a lg o rith m
eq u ation (7 .6 ) u sin g h = 0 .1 (le ft) and 1 (righ t).
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to

s o lv e

It can be seen that the total error is increased when larger step size is
employed. The number of computations using h=0.01, 0.1 and 1 are
400, 40 and 4 respectively. As expected, more accuracy is given by
applying small step size results in more computation effort.
The second computer program based on the adaptive Runge-Kutta
method has been executed with the following additional assumptions:
£=0.01, and hi= 1
where £ is an overall tolerance level as shown in equation (7.3) and hi
is specified as an initial step size. As described earlier, the fourthorder Rung-Kutta method is employed twice at each step, first with
h=hi and then two step with h=hi/2. The two computed values will be
compared by equation (7.1) and then new value of step size will be
estimated by equation (7.2). According to this method, the step size
will be changed, increased (a=0.2) or decreased (a=0.25), to keep the
accuracy within the desired level.
The computed results based on the described method are collected in
table (7.2) and plotted and shown in Fig. (7.7).
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X

______

0 .0 0 0
1 .0 0 0
1.391
1 .5 9 6
1 .7 2 5
1 .8 1 7
1.911
2 .0 1 6
2 .1 5 0
2 .3 1 9
2 .5 3 6
3 .3 3 7
4 .0 0 0
T ab le

(7 .2 ):
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0 .5 0 0
0 .2 7 4
0 .2 1 7
0 .1 9 2
0 .1 7 8
0 .1 8 2
0 .3 7 6
1.201
1 .8 1 4
1.678
1.473
0 .9 1 1
0 .6 1 2

C om puted results o f equation (7 .6 ) u sin g variab le step siz e
fou rth -ord er

R u n ge-K u tta

m eth od

w ith

h i= 1.

It can be seen from table (7.2) that only 12 points are computed as
final results. In this execution, 14 applications of the step size control
method

and hence

42

attempts

of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta

algorithm are made. The minimum step size of 0.092 is applied in
regions of abrupt changes. The computed results are compared with
the same results using the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta with the
step size of 0.1 (close to 0.092). The maximum discrepancy is found
less than 0.3 percent and hence the results can be considered identical.

F ig .(7 .7 ) : C om puted results o f equation (7 .6 ) u sin g
variab le step siz e fourth-order R u n ge-K u tta, h i = l .
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Although, the number of Rung-Kutta efforts were equivalent in both
methods (40 applications of classical Rung-Kutta with h=l and 42
applications of variable step size Rung-Kutta methods), small step sizes
were employed only in regions of sudden changes in the variable
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method as shown in Fig. (7.7). It can be
seen that from x=1.5 to x=2.5, 8 points are computed and exported as
the final results. This means that most of the computational effort
(about 70%) is spent to derive the solution for 25% of the whole
interval. Therefore, it can be concluded that the variable step size
methods are advantageous in situations with a long smooth regions
and short regions of sudden change. This method is found useful in
situations where the proper step size is unknown initially [6].
In the next part the presented variable step size method will be used
to give the solution of the power electronic test circuit.

7.4 V ariable Step Size Methods in Chopper Test C ircuit
In this

section the discussed variable step size method will be

employed to give the solutions of differential equations associated with
the stiff power electronic test circuit presented in chapter 5. Since the
fast component of the solution is determined by the small time
constant of the circuit, the variable step size method will be applied to
give the numerical solutions of the capacitor voltage only. In this
regard, the discussed step doubling method is applied to estimate the
local trancation error. The new value of the step size is determined
using the criterion defined by equation (7.2). The value of Anew in this
case will be obtained by the following equation:
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Anew —£ Vscaie

(7.8)

where £ is a desired accuracy specified by the user and

VScale is the

scaled value of the capacitor voltage, Vc, defined as:
dVc

Vscale - |Vc| + h d t
Based

on the

above information,

(7.9)

a computer program has been

developed to apply the step doubling fourth-order Rung-Kutta method
to the stiff power electronic test circuit. The program has been
executed with initial step size of 5 us (hi=5 us) and three values of £
(£=0.001, 0.01, and 0.1). The computed results for the load and switch
currents using £=0.01 and hi=5 us are plotted and shown in Fig. (7.8).

J s \/i”tch
llo a d ( + l A)

Fig.(7.8): Switch and load currents using variable step size Runge-Kutta method,
hi=5 us and e=0.01.

Using the exact values, the percent relative error of the switch current
for three values of £ are computed and shown in Fig. (7.9).
In this case, the minimum derived step size, hmin, and the maximum
value of error associated with each value of £ are shown in table (7.3).
For the comparison, the error associated with constant step size fourthorder Runge-Kutta algorithm is obtained from Figs. (6.8) and (6.10)
and shown in table (7.3).
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Fig.(7.9): Percent relative error of the switch current using variable step size
Runge-Kutta method, hi=5 us and e=0.001(top), e=0.01(left) and e=0.1 (right).

Variab le step size fourthore er Runge-Kutta
£
hmin (us) % error

Classical fourth-order
Runge-Kutta
h (us)
% error

0.001

1.09

0.75

1

0.1

0.01

1.93

1.2

2

2.2

3.44

18

3

0.1

17

4

72

Table (7.3): Relative error associated with variable and constant
step size Runge-Kutta methods in chopper test circuit

It can be seen that the order of accuracy in both methods is almost the
same. Although, in variable step size version, the minimum error can
be

achieved

by

assuming

a small value for £,

the method is

numerically stable for larger step size too. It can also be seen that the
error associated with different values of £ converges to zero within
almost 20 us. Therefore, small step sizes can be applied only in this
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short period to obtain more accurate results. For the regions of gradual
changes

larger step

size can be employed to avoid unnecessary

calculations.
7.5 SUPES Simulation Results (application of variable step
size using Backward Euler method)
In this section simulation results using SUPES (Sydney University
Power Electronic

Simulator)

on the chopper test circuit will be *

discussed. As explained before, the implicit Backward Euler method
with step size control technique has been employed as integration
method in this computer simulator.
Since,

the Backward Euler algorithm has an excellent numerical

stability compare to the presented algorithms, the step size in this
method could be chosen based on the accuracy rather than stability.
Simulation results for the load and switch currents using SUPES are
plotted and shown in Fig. (7.10). The relative error of the switch
current associated with different values of h (minimum step size) is
also plotted and shown in Fig. (7.11). It can be seen that the error
increases as a larger step size is used but the method is numerically
stable for large values of h.

Iswitch
lload(+1 A)

Fig.(7.10): Switch and load currents using SUPES, hmin=l us
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Fig.(7.11): Relative error in SUPES simulation results

7.6

Conclusion

Application of variable step size methods to stiff power electronic
circuits has been presented. It is shown that in stiff situations small
step sizes are required only in the very short period where the fast
component of the solution is active. For this purpose the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta and the Backward Euler algorithms with adaptive step
size control are employed (latter is given in SUPES simulator). The
most important part in these methods is estimation of the local
truncation error. For the Runge-Kutta version, this is achieved by
applying the step doubling method and a powerful criterion for
calculation of the step size at each stage of computation. It has been
shown that for both methods, a small step size is derived only at
regions of sudden changes to keep the error within the specified level
(the region of sudden changes for the switch current in the test circuit
was about 5% of the interval). Therefore, in terms of computational
time, it is valuable to apply the presented variable step size methods
which derive small step sizes in regions of sudden changes and large
step sizes in regions of gradual changes

CMIAPTEM.

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

8.1

Thesis Conclusions

The work presented in the previous chapters has looked at the
numerical solution of ODEs in general and stiff equations in particular.
The conclusions given below concern three main items of interest;
- accuracy
- numerical stability and,
- computational effort
Accuracy of the numerical solutions has been fully covered in chapters
4 and 6. In the case of single-step explicit methods, it has been
demonstrated that, for a given run time, the higher-order algorithms
with a larger step size are more accurate than the low-order ones with
small step size. Among the presented multistep methods, implicit
algorithms are more accurate than the explicit methods of the same
order using the same step size. An example provided in chapter 4
shows that the implicit A dams-Moulton algorithms are one order of
magnitude more accurate than the explicit Adams-Bashforth algorithms
of the same order. In other words, with the same accuracy, the step size
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in Adams-Moulton algorithms can be chosen ten times larger than that
for 'the Adams-Bashforth algorithms of the same order.
It has also been shown that, for a given step size, the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta and Adams-Moulton algorithms have the same order of
accuracy while the fourth-order Adams-Bashforth and Gear algorithms
are one-order less accurate.
Regarding to the predictor-corrector methods utilized for stiff power electronic circuit it has been shown that both predictor-corrector
methods

(Runge-Kutta-Trapezoidal and Runge-Kutta-Gear) have the

same order of accuracy while the Adams predictor-corrector method is
one-order less accurate. This implies that the predictor method (RungeKutta) is more accurate than Adams-Bashforth of the same order.
Numerical stability studies showed that the implicit algorithms are
more stable than explicit methods (either single-step or multistep). For
instance, Runge-Kutta algorithms in solving ODEs and stiff equations
become unstable when larger step sizes are employed.
An examination of numerical stability of the multistep methods showed
that the step size in implicit Adams-Moulton algorithms can be chosen
ten times larger than that for the explicit Adams-Bashforth algorithms
of the same order without loss of stability. On the other hand, it has
been demonstrated that the lower-order implicit algorithms have the
wider regions of stability than the higher-order ones. An examination of
the Backward Euler and Trapezoidal algorithms (first and second-order
Adams-Moulton algorithms) presented in chapter 4 showed that these
algorithms are absolutely stable when employed to solve the standard
test equation.
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Runge-Kutta-Trapezoidal

(predictor-corrector)

method on the stiff power electronic circuit demonstrated the superior
stability of this method compare to the other employed predictorcorrector methods.
Finally, regarding computational effort, it has been shown that, with the
same order of accuracy, the multistep Adams-Moulton and Gear
algorithms have the least computational effort compare to the RungeKutta and Adams-Bashforth algorithms of the same order.
Considering the accuracy, numerical stability, and computation time for
all integration methods presented in this thesis, the following two
statements have to be highlighted:
1- The family of Adams-Moulton algorithms are the best implicit
methods for solving ODEs and stiff equations. The Backward Euler and
Trapezoidal are preferred because of their simplicity for programming
and good stability properties.
2- In a particular case, when the solution is not available explicitly, a
combination of single-step Runge-Kutta and multistep Adams-Moulton
algorithms (predictor-corrector) is considered to be the best method for
solving ODEs and stiff equations.
The application of variable step size methods in stiff situations has also
been investigated to supplement the discussion on constant step size
methods. The two most popular approaches, adaptive step size RungeKutta and variable step size Backward Euler, are found to be more
efficient than the constant step size methods, especially in stiff systems.
However, these methods are not as simple as constant step size methods:
neither in programming nor in error control. Moreover, the most
important part in variable step size methods is the estimation of the
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local truncation error which is a criterion for the step size control. These
methods are particularly suitable for long smooth situations with a
short period of sudden changes as in stiff equations. It has been
demonstrated that small step sizes will only be applied to the regions of
abrupt changes and larger step size will be derived for regions of
gradual change to avoid unnecessary computations.

8.2 Suggestions for Further Work
Application of constant step size methods in ODEs and stiff power
electronic test circuit has been fully investigated along with two major
applications of variable step size methods. The following two aspects of
this research project can be further investigated in future work:
1- Employing implicit methods such as Backward Euler and Trapezoidal
algorithms using variable step size technique with emphasis on
estimation of the local truncation error and consequently a new
approach for step size control.
2- Developing more detailed models for switches and other power
electronic components to improve simulation results.
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A ppendix

A

Regions of Absolute Stability

A.l

Absolute Stability

Definition : 4‘a multi step algorithm is said to be absolutly stable for
those values of 0 = hX, for which the p+1 roots of the polynomial
equation p(z) = 0 lie within or on the unit cycle I z 1=1” [7]. A stable
algorithm is absolutly stable for 0 = 0 and stable for other nonzero
values. The set of all values 0 = Mi for which a multistep algorithm is
absolutly stable is called the regions of absolute stability.
It must be noted that X is generally a complex number and hence, the
regions of absolute stability for a multistep algorithm is a region in the
complex 0 plane. In this regard, regions of absolue stability for the
family of Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton and Gear algoritms are
shown in Figs. (A.l) to (A.3) in the complex 0 plane. It can be seen that:
1- Implicit algorithms have the wider range of absolute stability
thah explicit ones.
2- Low-order implicit methods are more stable than high-order
ones when larger step sizes are used.
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Appendix- B

Computer Programs

In this _part some of the computer programs used for simulation of the
power electronic test circuit are presented. These programs were
written in Pascal programming language and executed with Turbo
Pascal version 5.0. Prior to the main programs, the Procedures and
Functions were defined according to the given differential equations
and different numerical integration algorithms.
The computer programs used for computation of the solutions for the
other equations given in the thesis are also shown.

B .l Defined Funtions for Different Modes of the Chopper Test
C ircuit
This function defines the first derivative of the capacitor voltage in
operational mode (1) where switch S is ON
Function DVSON(Vc:real):real;
begin
D¥SON:=-¥c/Tc2;
end;
This function defines the first derivative of the load current in
operational mode (1) where switch S is ON
Function DISON(Iload:real):real;
begin
DISON:=(¥-Rl *Iload)/L;
end;

Appendix B
TMs function defines the first derivative of the capacitor voltage in
operational mode (2) where both switch S and diode D are OFF
Function DISOFF(Vcc,Iload:real) :real;
begin
D!SOFF:=(V -Vcc-(Rl+R2)*Iload)/L;
end;
TMs function defines the first derivative of the load current in
operational mode (2) where both switch S and diode D are OFF
Function DVSOFF(Isl:real):real;
begin
DVSOFF:=Isl/c;
end;
TMs function defines the first derivative of the capacitor voltage in
operational mode (3) where switch S is OFF and diode D is ON
Function DVDON(Vc:real):real;
begin
DVDON;=(V-¥d-¥c)/Tc2;
end;
TMs function defines the first derivative of the load current in
operational mode (3) where switch S is OFF and diode D is ON
Function DIDON(Iloadireal):real;
begin
DIDON :=(Vd-Rl*Iload)/L;
end;
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B.2 F o u rth -o rd e r

R unge-K utta

Functions

Function RK4VSON(X:real):real;
{capacitor voltage in mode 1}
Var K1,K2,K3,K4 areal;
begin
Kl:=DVSON(X);
K2:=DVSON(X+h*Kl/2);
K3:=D¥SON(X+h*K2/2);
K4:=D¥SON(X+h*K3);
RK4¥SON:=X+lis,i(K1+2*K2+2*K3+K4)/6;
end; .
Function RK4ISON(Iload:real):real;
{load current in mode 1}
¥ ar K1»K2,K3,K4 areal;
begin
Kl:=DISON01oad);
K2:=DISON(Iload+h*Kl/2);
K3:=DIS ON (Iload+h *K2/2);
K4:=DISON(noad+h*K3);
RK41SON:=noad+h*(Kl+2!isK2+2*K3+K4)/6;
end;
Function RK4¥SOFF(X:real):real;
{capacitor voltage in mode 2}
¥ ar K1,K2,K3,K4 :real;
begin
Kl:=DVSOFF(X);
K2:=D¥SOFF(X+h*Kl/2);
K3:=D¥ SOFF(X+h*K2/2);
K4:=D¥SOFF(X+h3iiK3);
RK4¥SOFF:=X+h*(Kl+2*K2+2*K3+K4)/6;
end;
Function RK4ISOFF(Iload:real):real;
{load current in mode 2}
Var K1,K2,K3,K4 :real;
begin
K1 :=DISOFF(Iload);
K2:=DISOFF(Iload+h*Kl/2);
K3:=DISOFF(Iload+h*K2/2);
K4:=DISOFF(Uoad+h*K3);
RK4ISOEF:=Iload+h*(Kl+2*K2+2*K3+K4)/6;
end;
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Function RK4IDON(Iload:real):real;
{load current in mode 3}
Var K1,K2,K3,K4 -.real;
begin
Kl:=DIDONCnoad);
K2:=D3DON(Iload+h*Kl/2);
K3:=DIDONaioad+h*K2/2);
K4:=DID ON (lie ad+h *K3);
RK4BDON:=load+li*CKl+2*K2+2*13+K4)/6;
end;

Function RK4VDON(X:real):real;
{capacitor voltage in mode 3}
Var K1,K2,K3,K4 :real;
begin
K1 :=DVDON(X);
K2:=DVDQN (X+h*K1/2);
K3:=DVDON(X+h*K^2);
K4:=DVIX)N(X+h*K3);
RK4VD ON:=X+h *(K1+2 *K2+2 *K3+K4)/6;
end;

B.3

Procedures

The following procedures transpose the computed values to the
specified text or data file.
Procedure SValues;
begin
str(t*le6:6:2,st);
str(lsw :10:3,slsw );
str(lload:10:3,slload);
str(lsnub:10:3,slsnub);
str(ld:10:3,sld);
str(Vc:9:2,sVc);
str(Vd:9:2,sVd);
str(Vsnub:9;2,sVsnub);
end;
Procedure WriteValues;
begin
SValues;
writeln(data,st,sIsw,sIload,sIsnub,sId,sVc,sVd,sVsnub);
writeln(st,s!sw,sIload,sIsnub,sId,sVc,sVd,sVsnub);
end;
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B.3 E xact Solutions

The following program calculates the exact solutions of the differential
equations associated with different modes of the chopper test circuit
Program Rchopl;
V ar
¥ fR lfR2,L»C»¥0?10,tO>tfth,h,Is,Tcl»Tc2,¥c,
Isnub,Iload,Isw ,Id,¥d,¥snub,e,
A»WN»WD»Z»F1»EV»EIfW¥»WI»F¥»FIt
E ¥ I ,¥ ¥ ,¥ ¥ 0 ,¥ I 0 tI ¥ ¥ 0 #II0
I'
begin
¥:=3QQ; R1:=12J; L;=0.2; C:=47e-9; R2:=33;
h:=le-6; e:=le-9; lload:=7.5; ¥c;=3QQ;
lsw:=0; ¥0:=¥c; I0;=Iload; t:=15e-3; tb:=t;
Is:=¥/Rl; Tcl:=L/Rl; Tc2:=R2*C;
W rite¥alues;
for J:=l to 10 do
begin
¥d:=¥; ld:=0; t0:=t;
While t<t0+5e~4+e do
begin
Iload:=Is+(IO-Is)*exp((-mO)/Tcl);
¥ c := ¥ 0*exp ((-t+tO)/T c2) ;
Isnub:= -¥c/R2;
Isw:=Iload-Isnub;
¥ snub :=¥ c+R2 *1snub ;
V d:=¥-¥snnb;
If ¥c>le-2 then
w rite¥alues;
end;
I0:=lload; ¥0:=¥c; t0:=t; lsw:=0;
A:=(R1+R2)/(2*L);
WN:=SQRT(1/(L*Q);
Z:=A/WN;
WD:=WN*SQRT(1-SQR(Z));
FI :=ARCTAN (WD/(WN *Z));
W¥:=A/WD;
WI:=A/WD;
F¥;=ARCTAN(1/W¥);
FI:=ARCTAN(-1/WI);
If FRO then FI;=FI+PI;

: real;
: integer;

'
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While Vc<V-33*Iload do
begin
EV:=EXP(-A*(t-tO))*SIN(WD*(t-tO)+FV);
BI:=EXP(-A*(t-tO))*SIN(WD*(t-tO)+FI);
E VI :=S QR (WN) *EXP(-A *(t-tO)) *SIN (WD *(t-tO) )/WD;

V V:=V* (1 -EXP(-A* (t-tO)) *WN*SIN (WD *(t-tO)+F 1)/WD);
W0:=V0*(SQRT(1+SQR(WV))*EV);
VI0:=I0*L*EVI;

VC:=W +W 0+VI0;
'

IW 0:=(V-V0)*C*EVI;
nO:=IO*SQRT(l+SQR(WI))*EI;

Iload:=IVV0+II0;
Isnub:=Iload;
V snub:=Vc+R2 *I snub;
Vd:=V-Vsnub;
If Vd>0 then
WriteValues;
t:=t+h;
end;
tO:=t; V0:=Ve; I0:=Iload;
While t<tb+J*1.5e-3+e do
begin
V c:= V - (V- VO) *exp ((-t+tO)/T c2);
Isnub:=(V-Vc)/R2;
Iload:=IO*exp((-t+tO)/Tcl);
Id:=Iload-Isnub;
V snub:=V e+I snub *R2;
Vd:=V-Vsnub;
if Isnub>le-4 then
WriteValues;
t:=t+h;
end;
W riteValues;
w riteln;
readln;
end;
end.
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B.4 F orw ard Euler Program

The following program computes the Forward Euler solution of the load
current and capacitor voltage in three different modes of the chopper
test circuit.
Program FEchop;
Y ar

:
V,Rl,R2,L,C,t,tO,h#Tcl,Tc2,Vc,Vcb,Isnub,Ils,Ill,Il,DV,
Iload,Isw,Id,Vd,Vsnub,e,Isf
I»N1»N2,J

; real;
: integer;

begin
Y:=300; R1:=12J; L;=0.2; C:=47e-9; R2:=33;
t:=Q; h:=le-6; e:=0.1*h;
ld:=0; lload:=0; Vc:=0;
lsw:=0; lsnub:=0; Vd:=0; Vsnub:=0;
Tcl:=L/Rl; Tc2:=R2*C;
for J:=l to 10 do
begin
Vd:=V; ld:=0; t0:=t;I:=0;
While t<t0+5e-4-e do

{mode 1; Son}

begin
t:=t+h; I:=I+1;
Iload:=Iload+h*DISON(Iload);
{Forward Euler method}
Vc:=Vc+h*DVSON(Vc);
{Forward Euler method}
Isnub:=-Vc/R2;
^
V snub :=Yc+R2 *1snub ;
If Isnub>Iload then Isnub:=Iload;
Isw:=Iload-Isnub;
if abs(Yc)>le-3 then Write Values else
if I mod 20 =0 then Write Values;
end;
writeln;
readln;
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lsw;=0;
wMle t<t0+1.5e-3-e do

{Soff, operational mode 2}

begin
C=t+h; I:=I+1;
Isf:=Fl(V,Vc,h);
If lloadclsf then

'

begin
Iload:=Iload+h*DISOFF(Vc,Iload); {Forward Euler solution}
¥c:=¥c+h*DVSOFF(Isnub);
{Forward Euler solution}
Isnub:=Iload;
~~
¥snub:=¥c-i-Isnub*R2;
¥ d := ¥ -¥ sn ub;
end;
If Hoad >Isf then
begin
¥d:=0;
Hoad:=Iload+h*DIDONCIload);
¥c:=¥c+h*DVDON(¥c);
Isnub:=(¥-¥c)/R 2;
If (lload-lsnub)<0 then Isnub:=Iload;
Id:=Iload-Isnub;
¥ snub:= ¥ c+I snub *R2;
¥d := ¥ -¥ sn ub;
end;
If abs(Isnub)>le-3 then Write¥alues else
If I mod 10 =0 then Write¥alues ;

end;
end;
end.

{ D is on, mode 3}
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C.2 F o u rth -o rd e r

R unge-K utta Program

The following program applies the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm
to the chopper test .circuit using the above approperiate functions and
procedures.
Program RK4chop;
¥ ar

V,Rl?R2»L»C»IdO»t,tO»h,Tcl»Tc2»Vc»Isnub»Iload»Il 1,112,
YPl,VP2,Isw,IswO,Id,Vd,Vsnub,e,Isf,Isf2,Isb,tdO,DI
I'iNl,N2,J

: real;
: integer;

begin
V:=300; Rl:=12.8; L:=0.2; C:=47e-9; R2:=33;
t:=0; h:=4e-6; e:=0.1*h;
Id: =7.5; Iload:=7.5; lsw:=0; lsnub:=0; ILl:=Iload;

¥c:=300; Vd:=0; Tcl:=L/Rl; Tc2:=R2*C;
WriteValues;
for I:=l to 3 do
begin

¥d:=¥; ld:=0; tO:=t;
While t<t0+5e-4-e do

{mode 1; Son}

begin

t:=t+h;
Iload:=RK4ISON(Iload);
¥c:=RK4VSON(¥c);

{RK4}
{RK4}

Isnub:= -Vc/R2;
If Isnub>Iload then Isnub:=Iload;

Isw:=Iload-Isnub;
If Abs(Vc)>l then
WriteValues;
end;
W riteValues;
lsw:=0;
111:=Iload;
While t<t0+1.5e-3-e do
begin

.

t:=t+h;
lsf:=F2(V,Vc,h);
If Iload<Isf then

{Soff, mode 2}
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begin
Iloaci:=RK4SOFF(lload);
Isnub:=Iload;
Vc:=¥e+h*Isnub/c;
Vsmib:=¥c+Isnub*R2;
¥ d := ¥-¥snub;
end;
If Hoad >Isf then
begin
Vd:=0;
Iload:=RK4IDONaioad);
¥c:=RK4¥DON(¥c);
Isnnb:= (¥-¥d-¥c)/R 2;
If (lload-lsmib)<0 then Isnub:=Iload;
Id:=Iload-Isnub;
¥snub:=¥c+Isnub*R2;
¥d:= ¥-¥snub;
end;
If Abs(Isnub)>l e-2 then
WriteValues;

end;
readln;
end.

{Don, mode 3}

{RK4]
{RK4}

